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Three Assaults Mark Difficult
Week On Broad Street
|By PATKEANE
Managing Editor
i'
During the early morning
khours of October 27, two groups
§»f students were assaulted on
I'Broad St. Those incident, coupled
J with a third incident occuring
I Thursday but reported Saturday,
I raised the level of concern on the
\ part of the Campus Safety Dei paitment.
t
The first incident occurred
between midnight and 1:30 AM.
i Three students were walking
ralong Broad Street near Pizzarf
oni when they were attacked by
five male youths.
,
A published Security Alert
' describesthatafterabriefverbal
exchange the five assailants
proceeded to punck and kick the
'• three students. The assailants
f are described as five Hispanic
males, aged between seventeen
t and twenty.
,
The second incident occurred at 2:36 AM as three female students and one male stu* dent were walking along Broad
f 13 treet near the roadway entrance
j, of the Ferris Athletic Center.
I These students were confronted
| by a group of between four and
:
six male youths who approached
i them from the opposite direcft tion.
, *•
The male student was struck
.t by on the youths who soon fled
* after a Campus Safety officer

arrived. After a brief struggle
the youths fled north down
Broad Street. Three of the youths
were described as hispanic males
between the ages of sixteen and
eighteen, while information on
the other suspects was not available.
After seeing the Security
Alerts around campus, a student
reported another incident which
occured Thursday. A student
was walkingbackfromChucky's
around midnight when 4 youths
accosted him behind the new
Academic Building. The youths
stole the food the student was
carrying and then punched him
in the jaw.
"We are very concerned
about the three incidents in
threee days," said Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly. He
indicated that he will be re-interviewing the victims Monday to

get better descriptions of the perpetrators.
"This [frequency of late-night
assaults] is precisely why the offcampus shuttle was put into effect," said Kelly. "The reality of
the situation in a college environment is that these things will
happen . . . We need to talk about
crime prevention, and one of the
ways to prevent something like
this is to use the shuttle,"
Kelly indicated that he has a
meeting with the Hartford Chief
of Police on an unrelated matter
Monday, and these assaults "will
be at the top of the list" for topics
of discussion. He hopes to discuss
added police protection to the area.
"There could be more [of
these assaults] in the future," said
Kelly. "That's why we all need to
become more diligent."
"Hopefully there will be a
positive resolution to these assaults," said Kelly.

The Student Activities Stationwagon was recently
involved in an accident in New Jersey. For the
story, please turn to page 6.

Trinity Drops Off US News and World Report's Top 25
I By MARK RUSSELL

Editor In Chief
It is a list that means a great
deal to liberal arts schools around
the country. It is a list each college strives to make.
It is now a list without
Trinity's name on it.
In the recent issue of US News

and World Report, the magazine
published "The Top Twenty Five
Liberal Arts Colleges in the US."
Trinity, which was ranked twentieth lastyear, didnotmake thenew
list The primary reason for the
drop in the rankings was financial, according to President Tom
Gerety.
"The criteria for the basis of
that list changed this year," sai#
Gerety. He explained that one of

the primary factors in the ranking of Trinity was the budget allotment per student. This year
the magazine decided to incorporate the IDP and Graduate
Students in addition to undergraduates in the counting of the
number of students.
Trinity, with many more of
those students than other liberal
arts schools, thus dropped the
budget per student number and

with that fell off the Top 25 list.
Some of the student reaction to the failure to make the list
indicated displeasure. "It'salittle
bit disappointing," said one student who wished to remain anonymous. "It seems like now we
are less than the schools that did
make the list."
Amherst ranked as the top
school on the list, with a number
of other New England private
schools in the ranking.

Alumni Office Unveils Smith Faculty and Alumni House
New BuildingWill Serve As Meeting Hall and Dining Room ForConferences
HBy MARK RUSSELL
Editor In Chief
"Incredible."
"Sensational."
These and other similar adjectives were used to describe
theaesthethics of the new Smith
Faculty and Alumni House. The
house, which was dedicated
October 18, will serve the campus as lodging and meeting space
for alumni and parents.
The building was named for
Allan K. Smith and Gwen Smith,
major benafactors to the college.
The Smith House was being
shown to the members of the
Alumni Leadership Conference.
The members of the conference
were heads of alumni clubs, interviewers, and members of the
national alumni associations.
"We wanted to get the best
look possible [for the house],"
said Jerry Hansen '51, Director
of Alumni and CollegeRelations.
The current house is at the
site of the former house of the
Deans. It was originally constructed in 1885. That structure
was gutted to build the newhouse.
The house has 5 guestrooms
and a suite on the third floor. The
rooms can be reserved for alumni
events or for out of town visitors.
The ground floor contains a
number of meeting halls anddiningrooms. Themaindiningroom
has the capability of hooking up
to 30 phones for phonathons.
Also, two lounges allow for re-

laxation for the guests of the
house. Rooms such as the Connie
Ware Room and the Jim English
Room will serve as meetingrooms
for faculty and administration.
"The future dictates that this will
be a place for faculty and alumni
to come together and talk," said
Hansen.
What distinguishes thehouse
from other buildings on campus
is its beauty, according to Hansen.
"Great attention to detail was the
halmark of this building," said
the director. Most of the rooms
have hand-painted stenciling, and

windows and furniture bear the
school seal.
Hansen estimates that in the
final analysis, the building cost
"around $200 per square foot."
The money for the building came
from a combination of private and
school funds. Hansen cited the
poor condition of the house and
the intricate detail as the reasons
for the high cost of the structure.
Right now the function of the
building is small. It is being used
for dinners and meetings now, but
its role will be expanded in the

future to include phonathons,
meetings, and conferences.
The reaction of the alumni
and the staff were similar in their
awe of the beauty of the Smith
House. "This is just an incredible
building," said Sue Kinz '89,
assistant director of Alumni Relations. Other comments ranged
from, "just awesome" to "wonderful."
The construction of the structure began in the fall of last year
and was completed over the
summer.

Survey Results In A Surprise
H B y SAMREENMALIK

New Writer
As part of observing Trinity' s
twentieth anniversary of coeducation, a survey of the 3,100
female graduates of the college
was carried out by Professor of
Sociology Noreen Channels with
the assistance of Assocaite Professor of History and Director of
Women's Studies Joan Hedrick,
as well as Director of Faculty
grants Naomi Amos.
The survey was intended to
shed light on student life at Trinity over the past twenty years.
Over 1,00 of the questionnaires
were returned and out of these
1,000,700 women chose to write
additional comments. Respo
Responses
were received in all forms and
frompracticallyallovertheworld,
The survey dealt largely with

faculty,
familtv. and
and in
in access
acces to or use of
athletic faciliites.
Anothermajor trend was that
in all seven areas of discrimination examined, when the alumnae reflect on their years at Trinity they see more discrimination
than they observed when they
were actually in college.
The comments that were
recieved were categorized by
topic. These topics include: social life, fraternitites and sororities, sexualharassmentand abuse,
and educational and faculty relationships.
Comments on social life
. n a inst
4 women
***** e<* r<fiscrimim s
suggested that many of the
indicated an apparent rise in the women felt at a disadvantage
perception of discrimination, on socially while at Trinity. "Prob** part °f graduates from the lems came from male students early-to
mid-1980 s. The per- most men did not treat women as
« P t l o n of discnmmation was equals socially. ," said one
down in the other three areas: woman.
down in the other three areas
Another graduate comwhen dealing with adrnmistration
in
Please see survey, pg. 6
non-classroom contact wit

. is.
the importance of women's
sues when the alumnae were in
college as well as in their lives
now. One question asked the
women to relate one or two specific memories about being female at Trinity. Stated Professor
Channels," 1 told the committee
that they would get very few
comments and they would not be
very interesting. I was definitely
wrong on that one."
In reviewing the responses,
two major conclusions were
drawn.
Primarily, in four of the
sev en s t u i e d
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Opinion
EDITORIALS
You Lost Your Chance
Yesterday marked the end of Alcohol Awareness Week. This
week appeared to be designed to raise the consciousness of the student
body about the problem of alcohol abuse on campus. Now that the
program has ended, the question we as students must ask ourselves is
whether this week really did anything toward alleviating the alcohol
relatedproblems at Trinity.
Chances are the answer to this question is mediocre. Students'
abuse of alcohol will take place this week, this weekend, and long into
the future.
So why bother having this week of "Awareness"?
The object of the week is not the problem here. Nor does the
problem lie entirely with the RA Peer Mentor Program, who was
responsible for a majority of the organization for the week. The reason
this week did little to change the current environment is the lack of
support the programs received from the more "permanent" members
of campus, the faculty and administration.
Every once in a while, the students hear of the dissatisfaction
on the part of the faculty and administration regarding the alcohol
problem on campus. It destroys the intellectual climate, we hear.
Yet when it comes down to actually doing anything, the critics
disappear. This week was no exception.
Alcohol Awareness Week was a golden opportunity for the
administration and faculty to lend their support to students and prove
that they are serious in their statements and criticisms. Unfortunately,
it seems that yet again, these groups merely talk at us and care very little
whether anyone is listening.

The Paradox of
Open Period
The idea of open period is rather unique among colleges.
Where: other schools will take long weekends, Trinity takes a long
week. Each semester, students are forced to choose whether to use a
free week to get work done or just to get away.
If a student decides he or she does wish to stay on campus,
student services are reduced sharply. The recent Open Period was an
example of this reduction.
The Library had reduced hours, the Cave was closed the first
weekend, and the gym held restricted entrance for most of the week.
These services are basic to students. In the week designed for study,
it is inconceivable that the school pushes the students out.
It is true that many students go away for the week, but at the
same time the school does little to keep students around. Without
anything open, there is no reason to stay.
The paradox of Open Period needs to be examined as soon as
possible. It makes no sense to continue with a policy that encourages
vacation time as a positive aspect of campus life. It is time to make
a decision one way or another about Open Period.
Either make it worth the students while to stay and study or
close the dorms. It is that simple.
We have one of the longest calendar years of all of our
competitors. It is essential that the long year plays to the student
advantage rather than disadvantage.

RINITY

Nancy Sweeney Should Look At The Effort
Involved In Rush, Not Just The Humor
To the Editor:
As a sister of one of the sororities on campus I was somewhat hurt by all of the false and
unfair implications of Nancy
Sweeney's Features article concerning the rush process at Trinity.
There is no doubt in my mind
that many people on this campus
think of sororities in exactly the
way Miss Sweeny has described.
However, members of both Kappa
Kappa Gamma and Delta Delta
Delta do not. Furthermore, it
would seem to me that anyone
entering the rash process, regardless of the outcome, should have
an informed and positive view of
Rush.
This is exactly what surprised
me about Miss Sweeny's article.
She, having rushed, should have
been aware of all the preparations
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vote on the continued c dstence
of these organizations at Trinity
in two years, this is a time when
we should all think carefully before saying or writing anything.
Shouldn't we be trying to promote the images of the Greeks?
There are so many good things
that we all do (e.g. the Psi-U
blood drive, the Tri-Delta Jail
and Bail, the I.F.C. Halloween
party for neighboring elementary schools, etc.) that it would
be more helpful to focus on them.
We can all benefit from promoting this cause in a positive
manner, rather than trying to
assuage, our hurt pride. Let's
support each other.
Sincerely,
Mona Mennen '91, President of
Delta Delta Delta

A Response To The Nameless Subversive
Dear Anonymous,
I have seen your signs pertaining to subversion hanging up
around the campus andl was interested enough to write. While
everything on it might seem extremely clear to some, I feel that
your statements need some constructive criticism and qualification. The problem is that I don't
know exactly what it is you are
talking about subverting. Please
excuse my ignorance and the
assumptions I make trying to
understand this sign fully.
I can see how many forms of
writing can be subversive but I
think it depends entirely on who is
doing the writing and its content.
Does "reading for fun" mean
reading anything that hasn't been
assigned to us to read? I am unclear about what is subversive
about it. I take it to mean the selfeducation of the act subverts
society's attempt to educate us.
This hung sign is, subversive,
announcements of most parties
are not.
Should I jump to the conclusion that you advocate vandalism
in all its forms, including book
burning? I am assuming the
knocking down of the structure
which was built between Mather
and Jones was done by vandals.
What do you think of this? I am
personally very critical of the
purpose and effectiveness of most
vandalism and abhor the destruction of information. What is

$15 to $20 per hour

PHOTOGRAPHY

that were made. She may have
been too nervous to eat all of the
food, but she realizes that it look
careful planning by someone to
prepare it. She may have felt that
she had nothing to say to any of
the sisters that she didn't know,
but weren't they in the same situation - but making a sincere effort
to meet people?
Perhaps the most harmful part
of this article is her continued
references to drugs and alcohol.
Both Tri-Delta and Kappa follow
strict national by-laws which forbid the provision of alcohol with
chapter money. Obviously it
would be quite difficult for us to
supply her with sedatives.
At this time on the Trinity
campus, the Greek organizations
are in a precarious position.
Without the full support of the
faculty and with the trustees set to
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subversive about singing; what is
sung, when one sings or is the act
of doing something purely pleasurable subverting the Logic/Work
ethic? My questions about picketing are too minor to go into.
Is smoking pot subversive in
the same sense as singing, because it is a black market product,
or is it subversive because anything which is harmful to your
health, like tobacco, alcohol, or
fried eggs causes you to be a less
productive worker? Wasting time
is definitely subversive. The
subversiveness of having sex
seems to depend on your partner,
your age, and your marital status
among other things.
Skipping class can be subversive in a number of ways but if

your target is the education system I think you can be more
subversive in class by being involved but not necessarily in the
ways expected. (Having sex with
your professor is most definitely
subversive) "Changing the world
is Subversive" is virtually a tautology. Finally, I don't think the
reason why people are not being
very subversive is that they don't
know what to do but rather they
don't know why they should be.
I hope to see something from
you and others in the future.

Authentically,
Curtis Wilcox '92

A School Defamation
To the Editor:
While studying late Wednesday night, before open period, I
witnessed two separate incidents
of the defacement of public art.
The first phase was three students
ripping apart a structure which
was built around the round bulletin board outside of Mather. The
intent of these students was clearly
to destroy a structure which another student had taken the time to
construct. Another student (I
regret not being the student with
the initiative) began to scream at
the students and they fled.
A few hours later I was leaving Mather and I saw three different students fleeing from the artwork with wooden planks which
had once been a part of the structure. After carrying these planks
on the side of a hill. What was the
motivation behind this act?
These individuals have
caused me to think about the
broader issues raised by these

senseless actions - one's right to
the freedom of expression. Tte
individual who created the "information" art was expressing
himself, and yes, perhaps the
individuals who choose to destroy
it were "expressing" themselves •
their disregard for another and
their ignorance. Their ignorance
was the inability to allow an artform that was perhaps different
from what is normally percieved
as art to exist.
The suppression of art forms
which are different, perhaps even
controversial, is wrong. People
who deface art are self appointed
censors. Individuals should be
able to express what they want
without the fear of being condemned.
I take this attack on the public art on the Trinity campus as a
fi of not only the j
w h o

c r e a t e d t h e

b u t

•„
against the entire^ community

Mmdy Beth Bond

Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Macntosh disk)
and must be signed. If you wish to withhold your
name, it must be requested after the signature. No
profanity or obscenity will be printed. All letters are
the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod-
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Opinion
A Demand For Student Involvement By Campus Leaders
I Special To the Tripod

For students who give their time
and energy to co-curricular activities through student organizations, it is always a slap in the face
to finally realize the real system
of rewards and punishments for
student involvement. For example, we are verbally encouraged to give much of our time and
energy to learning outside of the
classroom through participation
in student groups, in the Hartford
community and in efforts to effect
social change; yet we do not see
concrete forms of support.
The most recent examples of this
double message of verbal support
without tangible evidence include:
- the administrations' lack of
whole-hearted cooperation with
the campus recycling program
which students have been working towards every semester since
the spring of 1989. A recently
passed law mandates that recycling of newspapers, glass, and
aluminum must begin in 1991; at
the rate that Trinity is acting on
this law, we will be far behind,
come January.

- the administration's refusal to
appoint a new Dean of Student
Activities, an individual who
could potentially support and
assist students who are organizing around issues which are not
only important to them but which
also improve quality of life on
campus . This refusal came after
many students requested the retention of this position.

It is our sincerest desire, as well
as President Gerety's, to embrace and to learn from both the
city and from each other. The
entire Trinity community needs
- the administration's consistent to question the explicit contradenial of student requests for space diction between Gerety's imfor organizations. Students need perative for student leadership
a place where we can meet to and civic responsibility and
support one another's desire to Trinity's financial commitengage in co-curricular learning
through our involvement in the
Trinity and Hartford communities.
To the Editor,
Attention members of the
The administration has explained
their failure to lend support to Trinity community: BPSI and
these initiatives by citing a sup- Jello wrestling are back. This
posed lack of financial resources, social-political organization
We have to question the validity BPSI was founded here at Trinof this explanation when Trinity ity in the fall of 1988 and since
has committed millions of dollars then has instituted several proto upgrading the athletic facilities grams in efforts to better the
and into building the new Koep- minority condition both at Trinpel Social Center, the Smith ity and in the greater Hartford
Alumni/ae House, and a math/ area. Among them are tutoring
science center on New Britain and counseling programs in the
Ave. While each of these build- public, middle, andhigh schools,
ings contributes something unique and in the "Little Brother Program" both of which minority
youths are encouraged to strive
for high academic and personal
goals, and challenged to have
pride in themselves and their
heritage; furthermore, BPSI
began a scholarship fund last
year in which fund-raisers such
as "I Support the Fight Against
Racism" t-shirts, parties and
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and important to this campus,
there is an obvious absence of
serious consideration by the administration to link Trinity's
resources to student initiatives,
such as those mentioned above.

ments.
We need to move beyond mere
examination of the problem and
start to demand accountability by
consistently and collectively
confronting the administration's
priorities. We can begin by
demanding an student/administrative plan to house student groups
and by demanding the implementation of that plan before the end
of this semester. With access to
space such as the second floor of
the McCookMath/Physics Building which is soon to be vacated,
students would have the physical
and human resources we need to

effectively run our respective
organizations and to build coalitions in order to support each
other's ideas and efforts.
We urge the administration to
make apublicresponse within the
next two weeks.
All students who wish to address
the problems addressed in this
articlec can attend a meeting this
Thursday at 9 pm on the JacksonWheaton Bridge.
ByTriciaCanavan'91
Eleanor Traubman '91
Beth Boisvert '92

Jello Wrestling Going To Come Back
Jello-wrestling were held.
Once again all of the proceeds will got to the scholarship
fund for the Hartford area youth
persuinghigher education. Your
support is necessary for the event
to be another smashing success.
If you or any tag team are interested in wrestling contact Mi-

chael Pina (ext.2965), or if you
are interested in tickets contact
any BPSI brother.
Thank you in advance for
your support. Look for the
highlights from last year in
Mather.
Sincerely,
Mike Pina '92

That's Acronym, Nancy
To the Editor,

an acronym. An anagram, according to Webster, is "a word
This letter is in reference to or phrase made by transposing
the October 9 article entitled, the letters of another word or
"Rush Can Inspirational a Living phrase." For example, an anaHell!," by your Features Writer gram of Nancy Sweeney could
Nancy Sweeney. I just wanted to be "yacn'n weenyse". I just
point out that in the midst of thought she should know.
Nancy's zany wit, she made a
slight error. "Ruckim Uckim Sincerely,
Suckim Huckim" is not an anagram of the word rush, but rather Richard Paget '91
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News
Alcohol Awareness Week Provides Outlet For Alternative Programming
M By BILL GHENT
WOorldlNation Editor
What was the purpose of
those little redribbonssaying "The
Choice for me is Drug Free!" that
we got it our mailboxes? For
those of you who did not read the
pamphlets included, the Red
Ribbon Campaign was a part of a
state-wide force against substance
abuse, one in which Trinity took
an active part in.
Governor William O'Neill
dedicated the Week October 22 to
October 26 as Substance Abuse
Week. Non-profit organizations,
educational institutions, and several businesses around the state
were asked to sponsor certain
programs to educate citizens on
the dangers of drug usage. For
this reason, Trinity also designated it as its annual Alcoholic
Awareness Week, a week designed to invite temperance among
students and to raise awareness to
the consequences, of alcohol
abuse.
Headed by an ad hoc commitee consisting of members from
the Intra-Fraternity Council, Office of Residential Life, the Student Government Association,
and the College Activities Council, the week's events focused on
what seems to have become the
most talked about of Trinity's
problems, alcohol abuse, a hazard

affecting most of the student body,
either directly or indirectly. "The
purpose of the week was to promote awareness and not to simply
preach about how dangerous alcohol is to the body," commented
RA Substance Abuse Peer Mentor Mark Tenerowicz '91.
Each group tried to sponsor
at least one non-alcoholic event
between Monday and Friday to
either discuss or present the problems associated with alcohol usage. The Peer Mentors also sponsored an RA challenge for any
groups who would hold non-alcoholic events on Saturday night.
Those groups who did so were to
be judged by the Mentors and
perhaps awarded a first, second,
or third price worth $500, $200,
or $100 respectively from the
Marriott Corporation to cater
another non-alcoholic event during the academic year.
To kickoff the week, it was
decided to hold a workshop on
alcohol abuse given by Tenerowicz for freshmen living in
both Jarvis and Jones dormitories.
The first event held by the
original committee was a panel
discussion on the effects of alcohol and interpersonal relationships
at Trinity, sponsored by the IFC.
The panel consisted of several
fraternity/sorority members as
well as a representative of the

'

' 'V

-

One of Alcohol Awareness Week's Events Was "Get Drunk With The SGA."
women's center, Heather Walsh to get drunk and then be tested by alcohol-free.
Other non-committee events
'93, who discussed the effects of a Hartford policeman on the procduring
the week were the Pike
alcohol and rape.
ess normally given to those who
Thursday night drew a rela- are believed to be driving under magic show on Wednesday night
in the Cave, Saturday evening's
tively large crowd as SGA spon- the influence.
sored the enticing "Get Drunk
The TCAC sponsored a Cave pie throwing contest given by
WithSGA," an event whichprom- Dance on Friday, featuring a DJ Crow and Kappa Kappa Gamma,
ised to be entertaining. Three and their very own mocktails, to and B-PSFs party at the Umoja
students were given permission comply with wishes to remain House, held on Saturday night.

New Trustee Committee
Holds First Meeting Of Year
m By TOM ZAHARAVICH

SNews Writer
The Trinity CollegeBoardof
Trustees met October 18-20 to
welcome new members and to
solve old problems. With Alfred
Koeppel ('54) serving as the new
Chairman of theBoard, three new
trustees, George Kellner, Peter
Kilborn, and Emily Swenson,
arrived to be formally welcomed
and to take up their new positions.
Activities covered included a
memorial service for Roy Nutt
('53), who had served as a trustee,
and the dedication of the Smith
House.
The final step of the Campaign for Trinity came about with
the authorization of funds for the
completion of the construction at
Ferris.Thenew squash courts will
be completed this winter and the
new pool will be ready next fall.
Also, apian is being developedby
President Gerety to study the
problems that the college will face
in the next decade. Gerety is
expected to announce these plans
to the college soon.
A survey of Trinity alumnae
was used by the Student Affairs
Committee to report on the past
twenty years of co-education at
Trinity. Koppel stated afterward:
"Professor Channels' report
shows that we must continue to

address the many social and cultural patterns that stand in the
way of full equality between the
sexes at Trinity". The implications of this report will be reviewed over the next several
months.The new trustees are:
George A. Kellner ('64),
managing partner of Kellner,
DiLeo and Co. of New York. He
served as trustee at Allen Stevenson School and Milton Academy. At Trinity he was a member of Pi Gamma Mu honor
society, Psi Upsilpn fraternity,
and the staffs of WRTC and the
Tripod. He will serve as a charter
trustee until 1995.
Peter T. Kilborn ('61), national correspondent in the
Washington Bureau of The New
York Times. Kilborn has been
elected to become one of the six
alumni trustees. His term expires
in 1996.
Emily Barron Swenson
('75), senior vice president of
corporate affairs for Children's
Television Workshop in New
York. Swenson warhead of the
faculty at the Spence School in
New York. At Trinity sheearned
varsity letters in field hockey
and tennis and was a member of
Pi Gamma Mu and Phi Beta
Kappa honor societies. Her term
as a charter trustee runs to 1995.
The Board of Trustees will
next meet in January.

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps Is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.

RECRUITER INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

Wednesday, November 14,1990
Seabury Hall
For application and appointment, contact: 297-2083

Peace Corps
^

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.
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News
HIS WEEK IN
RINITY HISTORY
COMPILED BY JAY AK ASIE
100 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tablet; vol. 24, No. 3; November 22,1,890.
Where was Buildings & Grounds?
"Theotherday acarriage was stopped just back of Northam
Towers while the party within took in the view - it was some
distinguished guest being shown the town. One could not help
thinking what a contrast was afforded by the delicate mysteries
of the far away Hanging Hills of Meriden in the west and the
heap of ashes and tomato cans in the immediate foreground,
almost under the coach's wheels. An unkept pile of coal was
near at hand and some dirty dining-room linen flapped on crazy
props. Presently an unclean servant came out from the hole
under the Towers and slopped a pail of dish-water into the road;
and the carriage was ordered to drive on, while the haughty
visitor turned a look of disgust at our brownstone walls."

50 YEARS AGO

Beverly AnderSOIl-Manley: Mrs. Manley spoke at a lecture
last Thursday sponsored by the Pan African Alliance. Manley, wife of
Jamaican Prime Minister Patrick Manley, spoke about women's issues in
Jamaica and third world politics.

Look Out! You May Be Incarcerated
November 9 In Tri-Delta, ACS Program
nals can call any place in the
By ROBIN COOK
United States to try and raise the
Special to the Tripod
money. If a convict is unable to
raise the full amount, there will be
no
pressure for him or her to stay
On Friday, November 9,
injail.
Whatever amount is raised
students, faculty and administration alike, beware of the* law will be appreciated. The event is
looking for you!! The Ameri- meant for people to have fun!
During the
can Cancer Society in Hartford
event,
there
will
be
free food and
and the sisters of Delta Delta
Delta are planning an event drinks donated by Marriott. So, in
called "Jail and Bail." Through- anticipation of being hauled in by
out the day of November 9, the law for whatever crime, be
anybody can send any other sure you have your address book
friend, enemy, professor, Dean or Rolodex and an empty stomorevenPresidentGerretytojail. ach!
This is the first time the
During the week preceding
the event, there will be a table American Cancer Society has
set up outside of the Marriott
dining hall where people can
make pre-arrests. For a fee of
$5.00 you can arrests anybody
on campus. All you need to
supply is the name of the "convict," when and where the DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
"police" will be able to arrest
. For those of you who don't
them on Friday, and the nature already know, TheDartmouthReof their crime. For example, view, Dartmouth College's conyou may arrestyourpsychology servative, unofficial weekly stuprofessor for manic test-giving, dent newspaper recently sparked
or a friend for borrowing your a campus-wide controversy when
car and not putting gas in it. it printed a passage from Hitler's
Any crime is worth an arrest!
"Mein Kampf' on the eve of Yom
On Friday, the "police" will Kippur.
seize the criminals and bring
In the official masthead
them in for a hearing and judg- credo, where a quote from Theoment downstairs in Mather be- dore Roosevelt traditionally ran,
fore a mock judge. The judge the following quotation was unwill then listen to the crime and knowingly inserted; "Therefore I
set bail. For a student, the bail believe today that I am acting in a
will be set at $100, for aprofes- sense of the almighty creator: by
sor, $300 and for a Dean or ' wardingofflheJewsIamfighting
President, anywhere between for the Lord's work." Shortly
$500-$ 1000. After, bail is an- after the message appeared, three
nounced, the convicts will be staff members, including the
thrown into a mock jail in the Review's president, resigned.
Mather basement.
Since the. newspaper was
In order for the convicts to formed ten years ago, the paper
meet bail, there will be phones has been a frequent target of critiset up in the jail. To raise the cism because of its statements
money, they must call friends, about blacks, women, and homo.
relatives, former employers, sexuals.
Students responded strongly
etc...and get pledges for donations. The phone calls them- with a week-long campaign
selves will be free so the crimi- against the Review, culminating

coordinated the, event on a College Campus. The Delta Delta
Delta philanthropy chairman, Liz
McDonald, has worked closely
with the Hartford representative
of the American Cancer Society,
John Webber, in order that the
fund-raiser is a success. We need
the support of the campus to help
make this event an annual contribution to the worthy cause of fighting and finding cures for cancer.
More information about the
event will be posted around campus in the following weeks. Come
be a part of the fun!!

from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 37, No. 5, October 29,1940.
Watkinson aficionados take note:
"Plans have been completed for the great service in the
college Chapel on Sunday afternoon, November 3, when two
of the most famous books in the world will be used together in
the House of the Lord as they were originally intended. As this
year is the 500th anniversary of the invention of printing and
the 300th anniversary of the first book printed here in the
colonies, it seemed important to Dr. Ogilby to rescue the
Gutenberg Bible and the Bey Psalm Book from the ignominy
of being considered as merely typographical curiosities and to
use them once more in the House of the Lord."
25 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 64, No. 7, November 2,1965.
She must have really liked him,
"The Medusa will meet today with President Albert C.
Jacobs to discuss the reasons behind his decision to overrule a
Medusasenteneeof ayear's censure for Ronald G. Worsley '66
in favor of one year's suspension.
Accordingly to the Medusa, Worsley was placed on censure forviolatirig the College's regulations concerning women
in dormitories. WorJsey's date reportedly refused to leave his
fraternity house Saturday night and spent the night there, not
leaving until about 11 Sunday morning."
This sounds familiar.
"The Saga Food Service will administer on November 9
what they call the newest, most comprehensive and hopefully,
the most effective food preference survey ever."

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Williams recently dedicated
its new Jewish Religious Center
MOUNT HOLYOKE COL- amid festivities. Serving as the
meeting place for the Williams
LEGE
Senior Kristin Klein was Jewish As.sociation,thecenterwill
recently honored by Glamour also host a variety of educational
magazine as an outstanding col- and cultural events.
The center also features a
lege woman in their annual Top
Ten College Women competition. library, two kosher kitchens, a
Klein, a Biology major and Eng- dining room, a social area and
lish minor, was recognized for offices for the Jewish Association
her achievement in the Science and the college Chaplain, ViewandTechnology/Healthcategory. ing the center as a source of
The candidates were chosen campus-wide spiritual strength,
based on academic achievement, Associate Chaplain Rabbi Alan
extra-curricular activities, and Berg stated, "It should be the
achievement in the field which crossroads for both religious and
academic stimulation, for all
ihey intend to pursue.
Klein's prizes included acash members of the Williams comaward and a four-day trip to New munity."
York City, She was also allowed
In response to the recent
to choose any member of the
medical profession who she crackdown on alcohol comsumpwanted to meet most, and was tion and the student\s for alternatives to keg parties, Williams has
flown to meet him or her.
Recently, Klein flew to At- recently opened an "urban cafe"
lanta to meet Dr. John Laszlow, similar to Trinity's Underground.
the Senior Vice-President for With candlelight, gourmet desresearch at the American Cancer serts and coffees, and a variety of
live
entertainment,
the
Society.
in a rally titled "Dartmouth United
Against Hate."

"Rathskeller" will be open every
other Friday for students desiring
a mellow, low-key atmosphere.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Ranking 16th and 17th in the
past two years, Colgate recently
dropped to a rank of 22 in this
year's U.S. News and World Report ranking of liberal art's colleges.
Trinity also dropped to a rank
of 31, as opposed to last year's
rank of 20. The top ranked college this year was Amherst.
In response to the repeated
instances of sexual harrassment
on campus, Colgate is in the process of initiating a nighttime escort
service for students and professors.
The service would be limited
to running from dusk to midnight,
seven days a week, and would
cater to groups of one or two who
feel threatened or unsafe. The
service will not escort drunken
students home. It is hoped thatthe
plans will be finalized by the end
of the week.
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News
Activities Wagon
Involved In Accident
En Route To Hartford
No one Injured as Car Spins
T- When the Student Activities
Office announced last year that a
station wagon would be available
for all groups, students and groups
were given the opportunity to
expand their horizons. Unfortunately, reality often creeps into
the picture.
On October 14, the stationwagon got into an accident in New
Jersey. AccordingtoStudentGovernment Association Vice President Joe Ragaglia '91, the car
spun around after locking its
brakes on the New Jersey Turnpike. The air bag came out injuring the driver slightly and the taillight were damaged.
The driver was taken to a
localhospital where he was treated
and released.
Immediately following the
accident, the administrator on-call
was notified, according to Liz
Bakulski '91, vice president of
ABBSEC and a passenger in the
car at the time of the accident.
"It was good that no one was
injured," said Ragaglia.
One of the concerns of the
passengers was the airbag. "Once
it [the aiibag] came out, all of a
sudden there was a white smoke
from the chemicals," said
Bakulski. "I think that made the
accident worse since the driver
couldn't see at that point."
Bakulski also indicated that
everyone in the car was wearing

seatbelts at the time of the accident.
The car was taken to Maryland by the group AIESEC, and
the driver of the car had properly
been signed out, according to Da ve
Friedman '91, Student Government Association President.
Both Friedman and Ragaglia
indicated that the accident was
not serious.
The only visible damage to
the car was in the right side taillight which was broken. The car
is currently undergoing estimates
for insurance purposes and will
be available for student use "very
soon," according to Friedman.
The driver will not be held
responsible for the damage in the
accident, said Friedman.
According to reports gathered, the car skidded on the highway at 3:15 pm. The driver saw
the car in front, braked, and then
spun. After a car behind struck
the stationwagon, the air bag came
out. The car ended up facing the
wrong way.
"The station wagon is still
available to be checked out now,
" said Friedman.
Both Friedman and Ragaglia
as well as Assistant Dean of Students Kirk Peters indicated their
continuing support for the use of
the vehicle. "This was pretty much
the case [of bad luck]," said Friedan

" -by Mark Russell

NOTES FROM THE WOMEN'S CENTER
Get educated. Get involved. Saturday November 3 from 10 am - 4pm in the Women's
Center. Peer Education training is a session of lectures, discussions, films and exercises
to educate and break down myths about sexual assault. We will cover media exploitation,
sex role stereotypes, date rape, rape trauma syndrome, and challenge traditional
institutions: sexism vs. feminism. This is a Peer Training event and upon completion
of this session students will be educators for the rest of the Trinity community through
classrooms, dorms and student organizations. It is free and lunch will be provided. Must
register by November 1 in Mather Lobby during lunch or by calling or stopping by the
Women's Center 297-2408. Both men and women are encouraged to sign up. This
program is jointly sponsored by the Dean of Students Office and the Women's Center.
Also, as part of the lunch series sponsored by the Women' s Center and the Faculty Grants
Office, Karen Osborne will be speaking on "Women As Leaders" November 1 at 12:15
pm in the Women's Center (third floor of Mather). Osborne is the Vice President of
College Advancement. Bring a lunch and a friend.

297-2408
Survey Uncovers Surprising Results
Continued from page 1
mented, "My Trinity years were
very difficult. I felt it was very
difficult for a social life which
was so fraternity-centered. Anyone who didn't fit into that style
had no real center of social acticity. I had a great time in high
school and have had a great time
during the years since I left Trinity."
Many alumnae commented
extensively on their dissatisfaction with the fraternity system
and some stated that as long as
Trinity continued to have fraternitites, the women would remain
"second class citizens." Several
women related personal experiences: "I remember being physically assaulted at frat parties by
men. (I'm not being.specific be-

cause it happened repeatedly)."
Another alumna revealed "I remember fraternity members raping a hooker and threatening her
with an electric drill and not being
punished too much for it."
Many appalling incidents of
harassment and abuse were revealed through the comments on
the questionnaire. "During my
freshman year, a woman friend
was sexually assaulted by a male
student. She reported the incident to the college administration
which restricted his freedom on
campus (implying he was guilty
of some wrongdoing) and yet they
allowed him to graduate from
Trinity."
"I was horrified to hear...that
my class president...had raped a
freshman and then used that to
blackmail her into having sex with

8 of his other fraternity brothers," observed one woman.
"Another very specific
memory that I have of my Trinity years directly involved aclose
female friend. She was physically and sexually assaulted by
five Triity men in their apartment. In the end, the result included no formal punishment
for the culprits but the woman
left the college never to be heard
from again."
"I became aware of being a
woman at Trinity when: My
freshman advisor, male, held my
hand and stroked it and told me
I had beautiful eyes. "
Despite the above comments on their experiences at
the college, some women did
state positive aspects of their
years in school, however.

PIZZARONI
1502 Broad Street (across from Rugby field)

free delivery and restaurant
249-3899
NY Style Pizza
Sheet Pan Party Pizza
(not valid with any other offer)
Calzones,
|ANY 2 SMALL PIZZAS
ANY 3 CALZONES
Pastas
(1 filling)
(one topping)
;
Subs \
". '
, '
$13.00
$11.00
Designer and Chicago Style Pizzas
Seafood Pizza
ANY 2 LARGE PIZZAS!
(one topping)
Stromboli
$13.25
Large Selection of Vegetable Toppings

For Super Savings...

•

FORTNFO

ASK ABOUT THE PIZZARONI ADVANTAGE CARD!
50% OFF ALL CARRY-OUTS* UNTIL NEXT SEPTEMBER
*Does not include drinks or discount offers

'
P i z z a r o e i Or
Bill RoSSelll (Box 112) Or
TklCfcer CarfSGn (BOX 199)

Phone:278-2728.
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College Life
More Financial Aid is Available than People Realize
application) essay reflecting my
conservative political beliefs. My
mother says I shouldn't because
it will offend somebody. Should
I? — Arizona student.
A. Yes, if you feel strongly
about it. Colleges want an essay
to tell them who you are. Don't
worry about offending anyone.
Colleges want all kinds of kids.
They're looking for diversity.
Almost all colleges have a Republican club that needs members.
— Roderick Press, peer counselor, University of Maryland.
Q. My daughter has been

H By Pat Ordovensky
USA TODAY
Too many parents are paying
too much to send kids to college
because they don't know financial help is available, say the people
whose job is giving away the
money.
Officials from campuses across
the country, who took calls on
USA TODAY'S College Admissions and Financial Aid Hot Line
last week, left the phones amazed
at the lack of information among
students and parents.
"A lot of people think if they're
making $45,000 they 're ineligible
(for grants or loans) so they're
looking for scholarships," says
Paul Steward, financial aid director at Indiana's Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology. "I tell
them, 'Yes, you're ineligible,
because you haven't applied.'"
Ron Shunk of Gettysburg (Pa.)
College talked to a Maryland man
who's paying his daughter's bills
at Towson State University with a
regular bank loan. She hasn't
applied for aid. "I explained all
the low-interest loans available
that don't have to be paid until the
student leaves school, and he was
shocked," says Shunk.
A record 5,014 calls from all 50
states were answered during the
four-day hot line. During one shift,
calls were handled by student peer
counselors trained in admissions
and financial aid processes.
Among questions:
Q. I want to write an (college

iBy Pat Ordovensky
USA TODAY
White House Drug Policy
Director William Bennett Friday
joins one of the "nastiest" battles
in recent Alaska history — the
fight to recriminalize marijuana
possession.
Residents, bitterly divided, vote
next month on overturning a 15year-old law that allows them to
keep 4 ounces of marijuana in
their homes.
"It's gotten intense, insulting,
unpleasant, and personal," says
William Bryson of the Alaskans
for Privacy, which supports the
law. He says opponents are "like
religious zealots. They have to
tell everyone how to run their

Iraq has captured U.S.- made
Hawk missiles from Kuwait. The
missile — an older version of the
Hawk now used by U.S. troops
— could be used against U.S. ,
aircraft.

Weight:
1,383
pounds

Pennsylvania father,
A. Let the colleges take the initiative and tell you why they are
right for your child. That's the job
of the people working at the fair.
But try to persuade your child to
look for a school that offers the
right match for his interests. Too
many kids are influenced by
trends. They want to go to a school
that's "hot" among their friends,
but might not be right for them. —
LacunaWilliams,peer counselor,
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/
Apple College Information

lives."
Leading the opposition is Marie
Majewske, 69, an Anchorage
grandmother who says she has
been threatened and cursed, and
now has to screen phone calls
with an answering machine.
"I haven't done anything except
support the people of this state,"
says Majewske. "Even the tiniest
... little village has called with
their support."
Bennett, who visits local community leaders Friday, says
Alaska is the only state that allows its citizens to possess marijuana; they still must abide by
federal laws prohibiting purchase
and transportation.
According to a 1988 study by
University of Alaska professor
Bernard Segal, marijuana use has

"become well incorporated" in the
life of many Alaskan adolescents,
and is no longer an experimental
drug.
While cocaine use has "declined
dramatically" among Anchorage
teenagers, and is below the national average, Segal says, marijuana use is above average.
"There's a tremendous spirit of
frontier in Alaska," says Majewske. "We love it up here but we
do not want a permissive law like
this. It's embarrasing."
Supporters of the current law
air-dropped 400 lbs. of marijuana
seeds on the state in July and have
received contributions from
members of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws.
"There has got to be more seri-

ous crimes in Alaska than this
one," says John Kenneth Zwerling, NORML's national board
chairman
Opposition members, working
on a shoestring budget, wear stickers on their clothes saying "Don't
let Alaska go to pot." Majewske
says they "deeply resent outside"
groups like NORML interfering
in their state's affairs.
"They're doing everything they
can to undo what the people in our
state want done. This is not a
political issue but one of health
and education , . . one for our
children. They shouldn't tell us
how to raise our children."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
Apple College Information Network

CD Boxes Meet With Criticism
Range:
Up to 25
miles

Warhead: 165-pound bomb

Guidance: Radar
locks onto target
Source: An Illustrated Guide
to the Modern U.S. Army

Rod Little, Gannett News Service

AIDS Levels Unchanged
• By Marilyn Elias
USATODAY
Two of every 1,000 students
tested at 35 U.S. college campuses are infected with the AIDS
virus—the same as in a survey 18
months ago, a federal scientist
reported Monday.
"It's reassuring to know the
proportion of HIV-positive students does not appear to be rising," says Dr. Brian Edlin, Centers for Disease Control.
Infection was found in .2% of
16,500 students at 35 campuses,
Edlin told the American Society
for Microbiology, meeting in
Atlanta. The blood was taken for
other reasons.
Nearly all infected students were
male and over 22, which suggests
transmission is occurring mostly
through homosexual contact or
intravenous drug use, Edlin says.
More women would be infected if

Cleveland
Q. If I divorce my husband, will
my daughter get more financial
aid? —Virginia woman.
A. Probably; 90% to 95% of the
schools consider only the income
of the custodial parent in determining financial need. Some,
however, want to know the income of both parents even if
they're divorced or separated. —
Paul Steward, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, Terre
Haute, Ind.
Q. I'm going to a college fair
tonight. What should I look for?

Zealots Battling Against Maraijuana in Alaska

Iraq has U.S.-made
missiles

Speed: 1,800
miles per hour
(faster than any
U.S. fighter)

schooled at home for 11 years.
Now she's applying to colleges
and they want things like a
counselor's recommendation and
her class rank. What do I do? —
Florida woman.
A. This is one case where colleges rely heavily on standardized tests. Get her to take a wide
battery of achievement tests and
the SAT. Get letters from adults
in the community, perhaps an employer, about her social maturity.
Colleges will wonder how she
will adjust to being around a lot of
people. — Bill Conley, Case
Western Reserve University,

contact were heterosexual.
Overall figures can be misleading, Edlin cautions; actual campus rates ranged from 0 to .9%,
with more infection at schools in
areas with high AIDS rates —
San Francisco, Los Angeles, New
York, parts of Florida and New
Jersey.
"Overall, it's good news,' says
Dr Mathilde Krim, American
Foundation for AIDS Research,
New York City.
"But where it's as high as about
1 in 100, that's not a negligible
number," she adds.
,../,.
"And it's like being a little bit
pregnant. When they start relationships, young women still
have to take precautions, particularly if there are multiple
^ o p ^ ^
Apple College Information Network

BBy Robert K. Opermann
The Tennessean
Rock stars are protesting their
own records in the "Ban the Box"
movement.
Everyone from Genesis to Living Colour is organizing against
the way compact discs are packaged. As anyone who's purchased
a CD can tell you, the first thing
you do when you get it home is to
take it out of its long cardboard
box or double-sized plastic container and toss the packaging
away.
And in these days of garbage
crisis, do any of us really need
reminding of how wasteful and
un-ecological that is?
Rocker Joan Jett was among the
first to speak out against the record industry's packaging. She told
her label that if she had to have a
long box on her next CD she'd
prefer that one not be made at all.
Don't be surprised if her next
album is cassette-only.
Others who have joined the
movement are Phil Collins, Ringo
Starr, Jackson Browne and U2.
"The Ban the Box Coalition was
formed just prior to Earth Day in
April," recalls the organization's
director Martin Folkman. "In the
May 3rd issue of Rolling Stone
we ran an ad,
"We had an initial group of artists — REM, Kris Kristofferson,
Olivia
Newton-John, Belinda Carlisle.
After that ad appeared, the thing
just
snowballed."
Lou Reed, James Taylor, Dire
Straits, Julian Lennon, the Neville Brothers, Suzanne Vega and
Bobby McFerrin have joined the
Coalition in New York and Los
Angeles. In Nashville, John Hiatt

and Rosanne Cash have added boxes are a help to shoppers because they provide eye-catching
their voices to the chorus.
"We have made some signifi- graphics and useful print information about the CDs inside. Also,
cant progress," Folkman says.
The first artist to have a no-long the larger size deters shoplifting.
box clause written into a record"But we feel as long as the long
ingcontractiskiddiemusicsuper- box is there, we should be dealing
star Raffi. His new MCA agree- with the environmental concerns
ment prohibits the use of extrane- of our customers."
ous CD packaging.
Two months ago, Tower inThe record industry initially stalled a container for the packagopposed the Ban the Box Coali- ing at its counter so that consumtion, butseems to be slowly chang- ers can dispose of the long boxes
ing its tune. Some think the long they buy there and then. It is
box will disappear next year,
emptied once a week and the cardIn the meantime, some music board is sent for recycling.
retailers are making adjustments.
Tannen says the majority of his
"Everybody thinks of us as the CD buyers are using the recycling
bad guys," says Michael Tannen, bin now.
the manager of the Tower Rec- ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
ords store in Nashville, Record Apple College Information Netshop managers think the long work

STATES TO MANAGE COLLEGE COSTS
DENVER, Co. — Many states
are developing innovative plans
that help families save for their
children's college education,
according to a recent 50-state
survey conducted by the Education Commission of the States.
Alabama, Florida, Michigan,
Ohio and Wyoming now have
tuition programs that allow parents to prepay college costs at
state universities. Other states are
expected to develop similar programs.
The cost of the plans, based on
projected college tuition and
housing figures, seem more managable to parents over a five- to
10-year period, says Education
Commission of the States spokesperson Christine Paulson.
"In most states it seems to be
popular," she says. "In Michigan,
40,000 people signed up for the
program the first year alone."

The programs include refund
policies for students who later
choose another university, decide
not to attend college or receive
financial aid.
In addition to the prepayment
programs, other states are adoptingcollegesavingsbondprograms
in which families can purchase
discount bonds to help save for
college.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network
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Features
You can call me any day or time...

Phone Sex Means Nothing To Me Anymore
mail woman gives me a rise (is that an
answering machine in your pocket or
y JOHN CLAUD
are you just glad to see me?), but its not
Features Editor
the same. I long for Candi Cummings,
who used to spell her name with a "y"
SWF 3 3 , ovsrv
Hi, my name is Jessica Hahn, and name is associated but was young and needed the work.
maybe more. P 0
But these are only the most tastewith scandal and intrigue worldwide.
SBF, 2 6 , 5 ' l f
seeks i ' '
How To Reply
But you cannot call me, because you are a Trinity stu- less, offensive, and juvenile of my probTO AN ADVOCATE PERSONAL:
lems
with
the
new
system.
The
worst
II a 7 T appeals next to [he numbei, call from 3jni
dent.
"
ty
I discovered recently what I'm sure a large number or part is that I can't call any of my very
Trinity students have discovered a long time ago. We best friends on my favorite match-lines.
I can no longer call 1-900-VIPcannot dial 1-900 number from our phones.
DATE. Or 1-900-USA-4LUV. Or 1A lot of College students call these numbers. You 900-321-MEET. Orl-900-321-NUTS.
know who you are. But that is done with, finished. The Or 1-900-444-DO-ME.
new Meridian Voice System does not allow us to call these
The commercials for the match lines
numbers.
I need to know what Jessica Hahn's side of the story have saturated regular TV now. I no
is. Her spread in Playboy, her Sam Kinison fling, and longer have to' stay up until 3 a.m. to
extortion of Jim Baker aren' t enough. I need to know what catch a match. I am constantly reshe's really like. She's finally ready to tell her side of the minded of my very best friends' absence during the day, on prime time,
story, and Ican't get in touch with her.
How am I supposed to call the Wrestling HotLine to network shows. I watch a lot of TV, as
get the latest up to date inform...oh, I have to get parent's that is the surest route to becoming a
>e fr
permission on that one. Of course, I, like millions of other colLege professor, and I see these people,
people
I
call
"friend"
but
can't
reach
out
delinquent youths, would never think of calling without
to them, as they are reaching out to me.
our parents' permission.
I can't call Allyson, who used to
I mean, there is a plethora of insight and information
spell
her name with an "i" but was
out there, that we can't get hold of. We are being denied
an important part of our education. How can David Winer young andneededthe work, orTerri, who also used to spell
After all, the match line is the best party F ve ever been
deal with it, not having his daily fix of 1-900-MC-HAM- her name with a "y" but was young and needed the work, to. And there's no cover, no minimum.
or-Joey,
who's
interests
include
motorcycles,
fine
women,
MER, or AlyssaMilano's 1-900-TEEN-STEAM.
The simplest solution is the pay phones in Mather, but
And what about phone sex. Sure, the Meridian voice and weightlifting.
my
fingers
get chaffed pumping dimes into those things
I can't call those wonderful folks dancevery sixty seconds.
ing with cordless phones in Central Park.
So what is a telephone socialite to do? I can't call the
I can't call those women who like men
Russell's editorial hits students trom all over
who like to travel, or men who are smart and line, and I'm not happy about it.
Ifyou're lonely and you're ready to share something,
sexy. I'm all those things, but I can't get
or if you've fallen and can't get up, call us. We're
through to them.
Sure, I can call the Home Shopping Net- Features. We're here to help.
work and talk with Chuck Spieser all I want,
andlcan orderthe SnackMasterorDidi Seven
time and time again, but that's no substitute for
warm, human companionship over the phone.
Maybe there are time when I need to hear a
Bit* ('WKJKM FIN
soft, smiling voice. Where's my friend on the
S/'CLI l i t
tin
other end?

Women Seeking
Men

Correspondent Offers
Alternative to Tradition

Write Us At Box 1310

'ht I'r .;

i\

Why woul'lsoi lenrrihin. thousand nultsuv ». v
J Kalinin ai i.L
Ilk' >irrpl •oliiiiou - too iiiiii'i lusui.. turn
^c- 1 n u i W shr d' -n w h i n . h o l ^ v ^ r I Ic-i I M , ' O* i N r
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Features
A Fashionable Guy

Sterling Sketches

by Brian Johnson

-Both of your socks
should
always be the same
1ByDAVEBARRY
color.
Syndicated Columnist
I'll see if Taylor's
-Or they should at least
\unch.
both
be
fairly
dark.
As a fashion conscious guy, I
-If, when you appear at
recently became concerned about
what I'm supposed to be wearing the breakfast table, your wife
this fall, now that it's half over. laughs so hard that she spits
So I got hold of GQ Magazine out her toast, you should con("for the modem man"), which sider wearing a different tie.
-When dressing for a forfeatured an article entitled "Fall
! don't think I can deal
mal event, always check the
Flair." The first sentence is:
iwlth Vincents wisdom
arm
pits
of
your
rental
tuxedo
"This Fall, we celebrate a for vermin.
clever conflation of luxe and loose
-Always wear all BLACK
moods."
shoes
after 6 p.m. EXCEPT
HaHa! You can always count
PAGER. DUE, I
on professional fashion writers to during months ending with' 'R''
HRHA STARTUNLESS
you
are
a
joint
taxmake things clear. I bet they had
quite a brainstorming session at payer filing singly with two or
GQ trying to come up with the fall more men on base.
-When you wear shorts,
concept:
"Okay, how about: 'This Fall, your underwear should not
we celebrate a clever concoction stick out the bottom more than
.. i MEED terre*
two inches.
of duck and moose foods.'"
_ sruov H&evrs. ITS
-But
the
most
important
"Nah. How about:'...a clever
DUE W ftH HOW.. I'M
. TOS'U-FIU-ME W,
convention of schmucks in puce Fashion Rule that has been
drummed
into
guys
is:
NEVER
shoes.'"
WEAR A BROWN SUIT.
WHERE DO THM6E1
"Nah. How about..."
Only two kinds of guys wear
THESE
?
And so on, until finally, they brown
suits:
hit upon it, "a clever conflation of
1. Your Uncle Wally, the
luxe and loose moods," which is
retired
accordion broker who
EXACTLY what you men out
their are celebrating this Fall, attends all family functions right? Liars! You don't even weddings, funerals, picnics VOW. IDONTTHW
know what "conflation" means. I wearing a brown suit that he
PMF.g SEEN V|NCENT WTH
WT
purchased
during
the
Truman
6HTJ W LOOKS PRETTY
U6HT.J
know I. don't. It sounds like a
medical condition ("I'm sorry, Mr. Administration and that he has
DOES VN THE D W .
Johnson, but you have a confla- never had cleaned or repaired,
despite the fact that the pants
tion of the spleen").
have a large devastated region
But after carefully analyzing resulting from the time in 1974
the photographs in GQ, I have when he fell asleep with his
concluded that what they mean by cigar burning and set fire to his
"a clever conflation of luxe and crotch, and Aunt Louise had to care to never wear the pants from introducing a completely new Forexample, whileleafing througr
a BLUE suit with the jacket from fashion concept, brown, which GQ I was attacked by an aggresloose moods" is :
extinguish it with egg nog.
a GREY suit, or vice versa, except raises a whole raft of troubling sive Calvin Klein male-fragrance
Brown suits.
2.
Ronald
Reagan.
questions, such as: does this mean advertisement that deliberate^
in low light situations.
This makes me very nervous.
All other guys have been
It has taken some of us guys we also have to wear brown spewed fragrance molecules ontc
I have always dressed according
to certain Basic Guy Fashion trained to wear only dark blue YEARS to absorb these guide- shoes? What about ties? What my body, and for several hours 1
suits and dark grey suits, taking lines. And now here comes GQ, about GREEN suits? How many was terrified that I might have tc
Rules, including:
questions make a "raft"? And make a trip to a masculine enviwhat will the fashion directors ronment such as the hardware store
for an emergency toilet part 01
tell us to wear next?
The alarming answer is: something, and the clerks wouk
PERFUME. Yes. Oh, they don't pick up my scent:
CLERK (sniffing): Smell;
CALL it perfume. They call it
"fragrance for men," and they like a moose conflated in here! Ii
KRVK EUOUStt
SC\EHT\FIC
giver it guy-type names like "El that you?
F\N0MG h CORE TOR
ME: Yes, but...
HombreDe Male Man For Him,"
JERKS.
CLERK: Hey, wait a minute
but its definitely perfume. This is
even more alarming to me than isn't that Calvin Klein's Obses
brown suits because I grew up in sion, the fragrance that used to be
an environment where, if you had advertised with pictures of a bee
shown up at school wearing a fra- with enough depressed-lookinj
grance, the other males would naked people lying on it to start;
have stuffed you into a gym locker Co-EdNaked Depressed Person'
and left you there for the better Softball League?
ME: Yes, but...
part of the academic year.
CLERK: You got any more'
The scariest part is that you
My currant Fall Fashion Plan
can be exposed to male fragrances
GOOD'
AGAINST YOUR WILL merely as a Modern Man, is to squa
BRGSHH. VAMF-' 9S&-'
K0W
TVUS
M\GrtT
CKVJSE
HM) TWS REMOVED'
OPEN YttDE .„ OPEH WIDE
STOP THRASHING.'., I'VE
be exercising your constitutional around in my boxer shorts unti
SOWE SUGW NSCOVtfW.
LOOK. W ML
...TUKTS 5 0 0 0 . . .
_
GOT \Y.., MMOST...
right the leaf through magazines. spring.
...UOU) REN-SVILY,...
TUREBAflSIWV

Bill Watterson

TAKE
: A.T THIS.

VKWLOUT
SW
K GRENT
DRAWING f

ARQOSTSWP, R «
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World &Nation
Mandal Madness In India Threatens Weak Ministry
I By AFSHANASGHAR

World & Nation Writer

There was a curfew in May;
there is one now. There were also
mass killings in May; there are
mass killings now. Police vehicles were ambushed in May;
and, yep, you guessed it, they
continue to be now. India's innocents are falling prey to military
forces, a social injustice not yet
solved under the government's
watchful eyes.
Yet through all the turmoil,
India'sPrime Minister V.P. Singh
does not seem to skip a beat. In
fact, it seems as if he does not
even care. His ministry has been
plagued with these social issues
from the beginning, mainly becauselndia's people are stratified
into disparaging classes, where
only the political elites such as
the Prime Minister are allowed
the privileges that attend a higher
lifestyle. The present controversy,
however, threatens the eventual
"dethroning" of V.P. Singh.
In politics, the lessons never
cease, and the most dangerous
thing for a leader to do is bask in
his ability to surpass all others in
the fine art of political gamesmanship. For the last fortnight
though, VishwanatPratap Singh,
master of complex responses and
calibrated effort, seemed to be
learning his lessons from scratch.
V.P. Singh is trapped by the
Mandal Commission, the Indian
equivalent of the United States'
Affirmative Action Act. It aims
to elevate the position of India's
lowest classes. Indian society is
presently divided into four
classes— the Brahmins, head of

the hierarchy; the Kshatriya, the ties have been shut down, and the
warrior class; the Shudras, the only response of the government
working class, and the untouch- has been to remove glass panels
ables, those of the lowest eco- from all public transport vehicles
nomic or social base. This an- in fear of vandalism.
cient method of class representaHad the Mandal commission
tion still exists in Indian society, revolts been confined only to New
and although many of the basic Delhi then perhaps the military
boundaries for the various classes could have controlled the outhave been drastically altered breaks. But the trouble slowly
through the passage of time, (for spread to the important states of
instance, the warrior class is not Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Orissa,
economically based, but deter- Haryaha, Himachel Prades, and
mined by name only) the people others. The protestors first reof India have not yet managed to sorted to peaceful marches and
rid themselves of the psychologi- hunger strikes, but since their
cal attachment to this separation.
Changing times forced the
people to question the system,
and growing discontent gave rise
to the Mandal Commission. The
commission calls for better representation of the lower class,
which forms 52% of the entire
population, and for complete
destruction of psychological bar- HBy JAYBARBA
World & Nation Writer
riers placed on such people because of the system. The Com- DECEMBER 21, 1990
mission continues to ask for better promotion possibilities and
Iraq delivered what appeared
that people be judged through to be a three pronged offensive
merit and efficiency instead of
class and caste, In fact, the com- that dealt a deadly blow to U.S.
mission repeatedly reiterated that troops yesterday. The first prong
"to achieve a just and equal soci- came at about 10:00 a.m. Saudi
ety the government has the duty time. Iraq fired biological warto destroy social discrepancies by heads at three U.S. air bases in
engineering a system of checks Saudi Arabia. The warheads,
and balances."
containing the deadly Anthrax
germ, hit two bases directly, one
However, V.P. Singh chose
to ignore the commission, much near King Khalad and the other
to his own disadvantage. His lack near Dharan, and another nearly
of interest greatly angered the missed a base in Tabuk. Casualpeople and they stormed the ties are as of yet unknown, but it is
streets. What V.P. Singhthought expected that all troops in the two
was a controllable problem went hardest hit bases are either dead or
completely out of hand. A placid dying, which would mean the
city like New Delhi was com- deaths of about 12,000 men.
pletely shaken by the violent
The latest attack appears to
protestors, many of whom were have evened the odds in a war that
students. Schools and universi- appeared allbutwonforthe United

actions had no effect, they began
to resort to violence and vandalism. However, last week's acts of
self-immolation by several students shocked an already crippled
nation. Several MJP.'s and cabinet members resigned their position in disgust of Singh's lack of
foresight and positive action.
With the mid-term polls
approaching this week, Singh will
be trying to salvage his reputation
in the eyes of the voters. But the
damage has already been done.
Even Singh's propagandist attempts to distract the public by

raising questions of war with
Pakistan have received no attention, indicating a dense and focused public opinion of him.
India is under a state of
complete deadlock— all internal
and external trade has come to a
standstill. The only working body
in
in the country sems to be the
Congress, which is extremely
divided toward the current situation and is not agreeing upon any
particular strategy to resolve the
crisis. Time is running out for the
country and for Singh as this
week's mid-terms should prove.

A Look Into the Future of the Iraqi Crisis
Writer Foresees Plausible Problems for U.S.

States. They have rendered all long the war well into 1991. "It
three bases unusable, and are seemed like only days before our
closed off not only to keep people bombings of Iraq would cause
out, but also to keep people in. them to pull out their troops near
There still is a possibility of the the Kuwaiti border. Now this
germ spreading throughout the gives them not only a military, but
also a psychological victory for
entire country.
At the same time that the the Iraqi front line holding off
biological weapons were U.S. troops," said one Pentagon
launched, hundreds of Scud mis- official.
siles were fired at a U.S. battle
The high death toll raises the
group in the Persian Gulf, sinking possibility of starting up the draft.
one battleship and crippling one It seems that air power may not be
aircraft earner. In all, it is esti- enough to win this war, and more
mated that about 1500 men have ground troops may be needed to
been killed, and about 4000 push Iraq out of Kuwait. But
wounded in the attack.
having draftees face chemical and
The third prong came at 3:00 biological weapons may be askpm yesterday when a truck bomb ing too much, and the call to pull
crashed into a busy shopping mall out of the Gulf would definitely
in Seattle, Washington, killing one increase many times over. The
hundred civilians and wounding similarities between this war and
three hundred more. That is the the Vietnam War are becoming
third such terrorist attack in the increasingly clearer as the war
United States since fighting broke becomes less popular everyday.
out about a month ago.
Opposition to the war is al"The United States has not ready starting to build in Conbeen dealt such a deadly blow gress. Congressman Richard
since the Tet offensive of 1968," Gephardt summed up the opposisaid Defense Secretary Dick tion: "Mr. Bush blew it; we all
Cheney. President Bush is sched- blew it. We had the chance to
uled to discuss the "deadly blow" pursue a diplomatic solution and
for the first time tonight on na- pull our troops out in October, but
This year, the Israeli military though, I challenge you to look at tional television.
we didn't. That may have been
incorporated a passive approach its history and importance to Jews
Yesterday's bloodshed the biggest mistake made by our
in dealing with the rioters. By around the world. President brought the casualty rate of the country in the late twentieth cencreating a tragedy in Israel, Bush's decision to condemn Is- war to around 35,000. This mili- tury."
Hussein tried to split the United rael is wrong. Israel now be- tary victory for Iraq could proStates Arab allies against Iraq. comes the second victim of the
He has succeeded. Despite the conflict in the Middle East, the
indignation which always results other being, of course, Kuwait. In
from killings such as these, how- a Catholic New York newspaper,
ever, the two U.N. condemna- John Cardinal O'Connor, Archtions of Israel seem to me to be bishop of New York, wrote, "What
morally corrupt. The facts are would have been the probability
relatively clear.
of a United Nations Security
On Oct. 8, three thousand Council resolution of condemnaKNOW THE WARNING SIGNS OF DIABETES
Arabs gathered at the mosque. tion, however, had there been no
They came to protect their holy pressure to maintain the solidar- Insulin-dependent diabetes, most Non-insulin-dependent diabetes
frequent in children and young usually occurs afterthe age of 40.
shrine after rumors that a radical ity of nations against Iraq?"
adults, is characterized by the It may include any of the
Jewish group was planning a
One should keep in mind that
previously mentioned signs or:
march to the mosque were spread the U.N. condemned Israel in sudden appearance of:
bytheP.L,O. Although the Arabs 1983, when they bombed Iraq's
Drowsiness
Constant urination
were promised by police that the nuclear missile facilities. Bush Abnormal thirst
I tching
group would not march, Arab would be in a lot more trouble if
Unusual hunger
A family history of diabetes
leaders stirred up the anxious mob. he was facing nuclear missiles
The rapid loss of weight
Blurred vision
The forty members of a police instead of poison gas. Why has
I rritability
E xcessive weight
force lost control and fled as the the U.N. not condemned the
Obvious
weakness
and
fatigue
Tingling
numbness in feet
Arabs began throwing stones. P.L.O. for passing out leaflets
Many of the stones hit Jews that which insisted several revenge
Nausea and vomiting
Easy fatigue
were praying at the Western Wall, killings on Jewish civilians such These symptoms appear suddenly. S kin infections and slow healing
the holiest Jewish site. Twenty- as eighteen year old Jewish i>ee a doctor Immediately! It could Any one of these signals can mean
eight Jews were injured. Unfor- woman who was stabbed in front mean life for you or your child.
diabetes See your doctor at once.
tunately the police lost control of her house and died at the scene.
and began shooting. It was an
Israel
„....—
o- «"»•»«"
Israel is
is instead
instead being
being sacrisacriAmerican
Support the
unfortunate incident provoked by ficed for Bush's desires to keep
Diabetes
American Diabetes Association
theP.L.O., who, as shown by past low oil prices and his gung ho, exAssociation. 40 South Street • W. Htfd, CT 0611"
terrorist activities are not heavily marine, ex-CIA, macho image CONNECTICUT AFFILIATE. INC.
1-800-842-6323
concerned with human lives.
intact.
Before Israel is judged,

United Nations' Condemnation of Israel
for Arab Situation Is Unjust
IBySETHGERBER
World & Nation Writer
The present conflict in Israel
is an issue between Arabs and
Jews. To say that the Arabs are
Palestinians implies that Israel is
Arab land and is totally misleading. The majority of the Arabs
living in the occupied territories
are refugees from other neighboring Arab countries. The Gaza
Strip and West Bank would have
been Arab lands in. 1948, but the
Arabs refused to live in peace
with the Jews. Israel captured the
land in an Arab provoked war in
1967. On the day Israel was created, every Arab State in the world
declared war on Israel. To this
day the only Arab state to recognize Israel's existence is Egypt.
Israel' s history is filled with Arab
provoked wars and Arab terrorism targeted at women and children.
On October 8, twenty-one
Arabs were killed during the rioting at Al Aksa Mosque, an incident which might have helped
Saddam Hussein find the solution
to his problems. Thelntefadahas
been active for three years now.
However, in the last year the violence has drastically declined.

DIABETES

Be Serious... The Disease is
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World & Nation
MOS EISLEY

Is the Iraqi Crisis Another Vietnam?

By Bill Ghent

Terrain, Situations Separate Two Conflicts

The past decade has seen
dramatic changes in the political
philosophies of students. Considered liberal and leftist by many,
college c ampuses have been growing, strangely enough, in their
sense of conservatism during the
past few years as several new
conservative newspapers have
sprouted across the nation. Although the circulation of these
radical right papers is small, their
main purpose is to help what
conservatives do exist on campuses to express their viewpoints.
Most of the newspapers are
not funded by campuses themselves, but by outside sources such
as the Madison Center for Education Affairs which spends about
$400,000 annually to help conservatives rid campuses of the
traditional "liberal orthodoxy."
Charles Horner, exec-VP of
Madison, said that the newspapers are "the single most significant trend in undergraduate
life...These kids have a growing
sense that they' re not getting their
money's worth out of their college education because..,if they
express themselves, the professors put them down as bigots or
morally wrong." After examining the major issues which some
of the papers in question believe
in, it is easy to see how, such
conceptions might evolve.
A primary complaint of conservatives is the affirmative action in faculty hiring and admissions "Is a university supposed to
be a big experiment in social
engineering or a place of higher
education with an admissions
policy based on merit?" asked
California Reiview editor James
Christie.
Opposition to women's and
Black studies at universities has
also angered many students. They
would rather see a reversion to the
old, standard teaching methods,
concentrating on the "great Western" books, claiming that "a degree in women's studies andBlack
studies is not of any significance."
Bobby Baker, editor of the FloridaReview, commented, "We feel
there are a lot of subjects being
taught today that are just a product of the 60's and 70's that have
no significance whatsoever." Mr.
Baker, aproduct of aBlack working class family, says he has been
transformed by the reading of
Nixon and Machiavelli. He must
have also been transformed by
those who wish to destroy needed
academic diversity around the

for the most part, strongly deIraqis have is General Hussein.
country as well.
B By I. Matei Paun
moralized and disgusted with the
Another direct result of the
The comments given by the
World & Nation Writer
idea of another war; these are desert terrain is its predilection
papers has drawn much criticisn
definitely
not the embodiment of
for fast moving armored thrusts
by students at their respective
When
the
United
States
the
fanatical
persistence
of
the
resembling those used by Romcolleges. Ajunioratlowa.Heathei
mel and the Israelis when simiM. Fenyk, said "I think a lot of the started flying in troops to Saudi displayed by the Vietcong. Furlar conditions prevailed. In a
articles that it [Campus Review] Arabia and the Pentagon became thermore, the rule of fear does
featureless terrain, such as the
has run are totally inappropriate.' ripe with talk of war, many people not breed good soldiers; rather, it
One of these depicted Bar began wondering if we were get- breeds massive defections (hunone in which we may have to
Simpson holding a slingshot anc ting ourselves into another "Viet- dreds have reportedly done so
fight, one either destroys orgets
yelling "Back of faggot", obvi- nam," meaning a prolonged pe- already across the border into
destroyed, there is no median.
ously an attempt to slander homo- riod of military confrontation, with Saudi Arabia) and an abysmally
As a result, a military action
sexuals. When questioned of the noapparentendorpurpose. Those low level of moraje, both of which
could only last several weeks at
cartoon's content, editor Jefl favoring this position point out
were nearly unheard of by the
the most.
Rander commented "All we're
the
recent
mini-revival
of
the
Vietcong.
Historically, the American
doing is saying one of the primarj
But since many may argue
Public, has had a strong toleraways people get AIDS is through "peace movement" on America's
tion for quick military action.
this kind of thing." What Mr college campuses as being an that these are merely subjective
As demonstrated by the Beirut
Rander does not seem to recog- indication of an aware and con- judgements, we should instead
nize, however, is that roughly 35% cerned youth ready to stand for look at a concrete example. The
Peacekeeping forces, victory is
of men engage in that sort of thing what they believe in. Interest- terrain involved is radically dif- not even essential, what matters
and his derogatory comment! ingly enough, the similarities end ferent from that of Vietnam.
is time. Furthermore, it is preseem to be doing no better ii here.
Whereas the Vietcong could
cisely because of Vietnam that
encouraging diversity than the soOne has to realize that the come in and out of the jungle at the 1960's will not repeat themcalled liberal orthodoxy found oi
situation in the Middle East is their whims, the Iraqi army has
selves. America may not alhis own campus.
fundamentally different. For one, nowhere to hide. General Camouways learn its lessons, but VietOther papers have done little
flage was to the Vietcong was
nam, ! believe, is one it will not
better. The DartmoHtfi Review we are facing a conventional army,
what
General
Winter
was
to
the
not
a
marauding
group
of
stealthy
easily forget.
for instance, was cut from the
Madison Center's funding after i guerrilla fighters. This army is, Soviets during WWII, all the
printed an article written in "Black
English" entitled "Dis Sho Ain'
No Jive, Bro" which depictec
Blacks as illiterate. A recent pol
indicated that high school seniors
found Dartmouth to be the mos
conservative, the least intellec
tual, and the most socially ori
ented of four prestigious New
England schools, an image whicl
President Freedman attributed tc
the Review.
Typically, the papers vary ii
tone across the country, ranging
from the academic Yale Politically Monthly to the more radica
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Arts
Hamlie Graced By Sounds
of New World Ensemble
New World Ensemble, compiled of an instrumental trio and
soprano vocalist, performed
works by Ives, Brahms,
Khachaturian and Prokofieff on
Sunday, October 28 in Hamlin
Hall. Anhared Stowe, the Principal Second Violinist of the Hartlord Symphony Orchestra and a
noted soloist and chamber-music
artist, founded the New World
Ensemble in 1984 to perform
chamber music of a wide variety
of types. The other superb players are Jeffrey Krieger, principal
cellist of the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra, Jodie Gelbogis DeSalvo, pianist, and Joanne Scattergood, vocalist. In addition to
performing works from the standard chamber-music literature, the
Ensemble explores lesser-known

One of the photographs to be shown at the exhibit.

Photo Exhibit Shows Off 20th Century Photographs
Continued from page 12

plethorpe. The urban architectural transformation of our cities
is investigated in photographs by
Berenice Abbott and Barbara
Morgan.
The photographs in this exhibition also trace the photographers' complex relationship to
events as they sometimes seek to
record events objectively and at
other times strive to create their
own subjective interpretaions of
these occurrences. This fundamental issue of whether photog-

raphy is best understood as a
document of life or an independent creation is thoroughly explored
in the work of historical figures
(Rene Magritte and Henri Cartier-Bresson) and contemporary
photographers (Jan Groover and
Cindy Sherman).
The prominence of women
in the history of twentieth-century photography is relected in
the selection of works in the exhibition. Unlike most other art

forms, photography provides an
opportunity to see women not
only as the subjects of art, but
also as the makers of images
depicting both men and women
in modem society.
The exhibition is sponsored
by the Friends of Art. All photographs in the exhibition are
loaned through the generosity of
Trinity alumni, and Michael C.
FitzGerald, asssistant professor
of fine arts, is the show's curntor.

J Money for College
Over 3 Million Students Will Qualify
For College Grarnts & Scholarships
• Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can
win both scholarships and financial aid awards.
• Learn how to improve your chances for a
Pell Grant
• Learn how to increase the amount of your
Guaranteed Student Loan.
o Learnhowmuchmoneyyouareeligibletoieceive
soyou tan choose the schools that best suit your
(me financial need.

OWN:

For more information anda FREE copy of

JO Ways To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!
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pieces of high quality, and gives
special emphasis to contemporary
music of the western hemisphere.
The Simsbury based core
group is sometimes augmented
by other professional musicians
from our community. Thus,
through a wide-ranging presentation of both classic and contemporary chamber-music works,
performed with true artistry, the
Ensemble serves two goals: the
entertainment of its audiences, and
their education about the valuable
literature that is seldom heard
elsewhere. As one recognition of
the Ensemble's excellence, it is
now listed on the CONNTOURS
roster by the Connecticut Commission on the Arts, and hopefully they will return to Trinity in
the future with more exquisite
music-making.
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Arts
Unprecedented Photograhy Exhibit Comes to Trinity
photographs by many of the most
important photographers of the
twentieth century, including:
Berenice Abbott, Manuel B ravo,
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Larry
Clarke, Imogen Cuggingham,
Judy Dater, Walker Evans, Jan
Groover, George HoyningenHeune. Dorothea Lange,
Marcus Leatherdalc, Rene
Magritte. RobertMapptethorpe,
Barbara Morgan, Irving Penn,
August Sander, Cindy Sherman, Edward Steichen, W.
Eugene Smith, Edward Weston
and others.
Focusing primarily on images of modern society, these

An exhibition of works by
major photographers titled
"Shooting Life: Twentieth Century Photographs" will open
Wednesday, October 31 and
continue through Wednesday,
November 21. The show will be
open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily
in Austin Arts Center's Widener
Gallery.
The approximately 60 photographs in this exhibition range
from Edward Stephen's 1920
image of rherese Duncan dancing to Robert Mapplethorpe's
1987 picture of Charles posing
in a studio. This exhibition is a
rare opportunity to see original

photographs record and interpret both majorhistorical events
and the less obvious transformations of society that have
characterized the century. For
example: Photographs by
Dorothea Langc (Migrant
Mother. 1938) and Walker
Evans recordd the experience of
the American Depression. The
Second World War is reflected
in the photographs of W. Eugene Smith and Horace Bristol.
The social upheavals of the
1960's and 1970's fueled the
work of Larry Clarke and Map-

Please see Photo, pg. 14

Gary Snyder

Gary Snyder Named As Poet-In-Residence As A Continuum of Rich Life
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
and environmental activist Gary
Snyder will be the poet-in-residence at Trinity from November
5-15. Snyder, a California resident and native Pacific Northwesterner, is a noted member of
the "Beat Generation" poets of
the 1950s and 1960s, such as
Jack Kerouac and Allen
Ginsberg, who were considered
the forerunners of a counterculture revolution in literature.
Since 1985, he has been a member of the English Department
faculty at the University of California at Davis.
Snyder's latest book, "The
Practice of the Wild," is a collection of essays published in 1990.
His book, "Turtle Island," won
the Pulitzer Prize for poetry in
1975. His other volumes of
poetry
include
"Axe
Handles'7'Regarding Wave"
and "The Back Country."
During Snyder's residency,
he will conduct four poetry
workshops for about 30 students
from Hartford, Bulkeley, South
Catholic and Weaver High
Schools. These students were
selected to participate based on
their interest in writing poetry,
and he will also do a workshop
with their teachers. Snyder is
anxious to meet with Trinity
undergraduates while on campus, and will be very accessible
to anyone interested in talking to
him.
Many of Snyder's poems

aim at instilling an ecological
consciousness in his audience.
He became a dedicated defender
of the natural world at age 17,
joining the Mazamas and the
Wilderness Society at about the
same time he took up back-country skiing and snowpeak mountaineering, therefore even his
earliest poetry deals with these
issues. His writing is also influenced by his experiences with

and study of Buddhism. For
three years he did graduate study
in Oriental Languages at U.C.
Berkeley to prepare himself for
Zen Buddhist study in Kyoto,
Japan. He later founded the
Ring of BoneZendo, anorthern
Sierra association of creative lay
Zen Buddhists.
While here Snyder will give
two public readings of his works.
The first is scheduled for Tues-

dence program at Trinity is organized by Hartfordresident Milli
Silvestri, director of the The Poetry Center. Past poets-in-residence at Trinity have included
Wendell Berry, Margaret Gibson,
Sharon Olds, and Gerald Stern.
Gary Snyder's visit is sure to be
an exciting addition to the tradition.

Miller's Crossing One Of The Slew Of New Gangster Movies
•ByPMIKED'AMATO
Arts Writer

The current spate of gangster films, Good Fellas. Millers
Crossing. The Two Jakes, and
the upcoming Godfather III,
suggests that the gangster genre
is as virile and alive in dominant
cinema and the American cultural imagination as ever. It is
amazing when one stops to think
about the successful longevity
of the gangster genre in American film history. The cops-androbbers picture started in the
depression era and has not only
endured but consistently dominated Hollywood production
ever since. We can generally
divide the gangster genre into
four cycles, reflecting the
changes that have taken place
specifically within Hollywood

them shoot it out until the cops
won. Ahead of their time, the
noir films reflected the amoral
limbo that the next stage of the
mob film, the "modernist" cycle
was to popularize.
The modernist gangster
film, exemplified by such works
as Bonnie and Clyde and Chinatown, wrapped its new level of
explicit violence and perverse
subject matter in a nostalgic but
revisionist rendering of the gangster era, making its commentary
on current American social ills
all the more poignant. The
viewer saw the revisions made
to the gangster film on the big
screen as addressing the changes
and problems that were occurring in society. Thus, for
example, Bonnie and Clyde
spoke to the restlessness of the
baby boom generation and Chi;
natown expressed the disillusionment of a country that had
just experienced the Watergate
scandal. Themodernistfilmalso
demonstrated a baroque filmic
style that had first appeared in
thenojrj.
The gangster film has always been used to take advantage of technical innovations
withinHollywood. Forinstance,
the snappy, "wise-guy" dialogue
mob films are famous for, sprung
from directors delighting in the
invention of sound. Yet the
modern gangster films pushed
even harder, trying for some of
the narrative and technical unconventionality of the European
art cinema to maintain their
appeal. Rapid fire, elliptical
editing and storylines punched
up the modern films; or as James
Cagney would say: "The movies wised up to the new action in
town," knowing how to cut a
deal with the new technical inventions without losing hold of
] the old, familiar narrative terri-

cinema and American society at
large.
The first slew of gangster
movies, Scarface. Little Ceaser.
and Public Enemy, emerged out
of the depression era. The basic
generic features established by
these cops-and-robber films have
remained intact to this day. We
can label this cycle as the "classical" mobster film; it established
the conventions by which each of
the subsequent gangster cycles
must be compared. These films
centered around the city's seething underworld, taking a negative
look at what it takes to attain the
American dream of wealth, status,
and power.
The second cycle, known as
the film noir. darkened the mob
film considerably. A moral relativism, which had been lurking
beneath the classic gangster film,
surfaced in the noir "B"film.It
had become too facile simply to
depict the good guys as cops and
the bad guys as robbers and have
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day, November 6 at 8:15p.m. in
Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theatre. The second reading
will be on Tuesday, November
13, also at 8:15 in Goodwin
Theatre. Admission is free, and
both will be followed by booksignings. There will also be a
book-signing in the bookstore
on November 12.
The annual poet-in-resi-

tories. Yet the gangster film was
not the only genre to employ technical change and revisionist history to maintain its appeal. Westerns such as Sam Peckingpaugh's
The WildBunchor Arthur Perm's
Little Big Man struck out against
conventions in similar ways, but
were not enough to prevent (or
were perhaps the causative agents
of) The Western biting the dust.
Why, one might ask, is the gangster genre still able to inspire artists to create as brilliant a work as
the film I have just seen, theCoen
brother's Millers Crossing?
The gangster film is still on
its toes because it has successfully crossed into the fourth cycle,
the realm of the "postmodernist"
gangster film. A film such as
Millers Crosssing satisfies the
definition of postmodernism
employed by James Collins.
Collins writes: "[Postmodern
style] springs from a radical eclectisism built on juxtapositions of
conflicting discourses (high art,
popularculture, contemporary and
historical, etc) where the text
becomes a 'site' of intersecting
modes of representation." A less
fancy way of applying Collin's
definition to Millers Crossing is
to say the film is old hat but never
boring becauseitconibines a highart sophistication with a pop-culture appeal. The film rests on a
spectacularly tight and sophisticated script coupled with a visual
penchant for violence that is gratuitous, but revels in that gratuitousness gleefully. The viewer
will not see anything new inMil}ers Crossing, but they will see the
ultimate gangster film. A film
which recombines the lessons of
the previous three cycles of the
gangster genre brilliantly but
perhaps also indicates that the
gangster film has finally reached
the "end of the line."
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to attend one of the information
sessions listed below. We will
Trinity has established a recorded A panel of Glamour magazine answer questions about the Ininformation lines that enables the editors will select 10 national ternship Program and provide
public to get details at. any time winners for the 35th annual Top assistance to students seeking
about cultural events on campus. Ten College Women Competi- internship placements: Today
Calling 297-2001 puts the caller tion which honors outstanding 4:30-5:15 pm Seabury 4 and
in touch with daily events, weekly women college and university Monday November 5 11:30 amevents, information on contacting students across the country. 12:15 pm Seabury 4.
the Austin Arts Center box office Applications may be obtained by
and Cinestudio. Also, directions writing to GLAMOUR' s Top Ten An Interviewing Workshop will
College Competition, 350 Madi- be sponsored by Career Counselto the campus will be provided.
son Avenue, New York, New ing this afternoon at 4 pm in
JTrinityStudentTouroftheUSSR York 10017 or by looking in the Alurhni Lounge. The CORO
Fellows Program will hold an
and Poland 1991 will take place October 1990 issue.
information session tonight at 7
January2-19,1991. Thetourwill
go to Helsinki, Moscow, Lenin- Trinity students will have an pm in Alumni Lounge. Peace
grad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and opportunity to work for members Corps representatives will be
Krakow/Auschwitz. Students of the Connecticut General As- available on Wednesday from 10
interested should contact Dr. sembly during the spring semes- am-4 pm in the bookstore lobby
Kassow or Dr. West (sign up list terforfour orpossibly two course and at 7 pm in Alumni Lounge.
located at Seabury 12C).
credits in the Trinity Legislative
Internship Program. This program provides a unique opportu- LECTURES
Undergraduate studenteligible for nity for Trinity students to see
work study wanted as Research how government works from the "Socialism: The Long Road From
Assistant, to participate in manu- inside, and in many cases to have Capitalism to Captitalism" will
script preparation and research in an input into the policy-making be given by retired professor of
literature and psychology and process, as well as serve as key economics Robert Battis. The
Women's Studies between Octo- links between legislators and their lecture is part of the Town/Gown
ber 1990 and May 1991. The constituents. Interested students Lectures Series, and will be held
position involves typing, proof may pick up information sheets on Tuesday October 30 at noon in
reading, editing of texts on a and application forms from Pro- the Goodwin Theater.
computer, and other duties. It fessor Evans, Seabury 301, or
offers many opportunities for from Mrs. Brazil, Seabury 202. On Tuesday October 30, Gabrilearning, flexible hours (5-6 per The deadline is Thursday Novem- elle Foreman will deliver the
week distributed over several ber 1.
Annual Ann Plato lecture titled
days), and pays $4.75 per hour.
"Looking Back From Zora, or
Verbal aptitude, prior experience The Peace Corps is in Town: Talkin' Out Both Sides of My
in manuscript preparation, and Recruiters will be conducting an Mouth For Those Who Have Two
knowledge of WordPerfect 5.0 information session and film Ears." The lecture will be held at
preferred. Position requires showing on campus on Wednes- 4 pm in the Goodwin Theater.
knowledge of how to use the re- day October 31 at 7 pm in the Gabrielle is a doctoral student in
sources of the Trinity library, Alumni Lounge. For more infor- the Ethnic Studies Department at
organizational skills, and careful mation call Peace Corps collect at the University of California
attention to detail. To apply, 212-264-6981.
Berkeley and is the 1990-91 Ann
contact Dianne Hunter, DepartPlato Fellow. The Ann Plato
ment of English, 115 Vernon Students considering an intern- Fellowship supports a minority
Street, Room 206 on Thursdays ship for Spring 1991 should plan doctoral student engaged in writGENERAL

between 9 am - noon.

ing a dissertion, and the Fellow
enjoys faculty status. She will be
offering a class titled "Understnading Manhood and the Fallen
Woman" in the spring. The class
will consider race, sexuality, and
gender in the 19th Century Literature.

Culture in the 1920s" will be given
by Smith Professorof EnglishPaul
Lauter. Tomorrow 4 pm in the
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
"Goya and the Politics of the
People" will be given by Janis
Tomlinson tomorrow at 4:30 pm
in the Austin Arts Center Room
320. Part of the Goodwin Endowment Series.

On Monday November 5, Paul
rogers will deliver the A. Everett
Austin Fellow In the Fine Arts
lecture titled "What is AfricanAmerican Art History?" The
lecture will be held at 4:30 pm in
Room 320 in the Austin Arts
Center. Rogers is a Ph.D. candidate in art history at Yale University.

"Judge Souter and the Future of
the Right to Privacy," a lecture of
Adrienne Fulco, visiting assistant
professor of political science.
Thursday at 12:15 pm in the
Women's Center. Part of Lunch
Series Fall 1990.

"A New European Order: Germany Today" will be held on
Tuesday November 6 as part of
the Town/Gown Lecture Series.
The lecture will be held in the
Goodwin Theater atnoon and will
be given by Brigitte Schulz.

"Augustine: Social Criticism
Without Ideology" by Robert
Markus, professor emeritus at the
University of Nottingham, England. The lecture will be held at
4:30 pm Thursday in Rittenburg
Lounge.

"Herman Melville Climbs the
Canon; Constructing American

"Body and Soul: Religion, Fitness, and American Culture" by

r

STAFF MEETING

Important Issues To Be
Discussed, So Be Here.
Tonight at 7 pm in the Office

SK ADDEN, ARPS,
SLATE, MEAGHER & FLOM
Looks forward to meeting you on
Thursday, November 8, 1990 at 7:00 p.m.

in

the

Rittenberg Lounge in Mather Student Center

and discussing our Legal Intern
Program with you.
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author Harvey Green, associate
professor of history and coordinator of public history programs
at Northeastern University. The
talk will be held in the Watkinson
Library at 4:30 pm.
"Hopes, Visions and Human
Rights in Guatemala" by Arturo
Arias, a Guatemalan bom novelist and professor at the University
of Texas-Austin. It will be held at
4:15 pm in Rittenburg Lounge.
"Can We Resolve Racial Conflict?" by Dr. John Stone, Professor of Sociology and Chair, Department of Sociology and Anthropology at George Mason
University. Dr, Stone is recognized worldwide for his work on
race relations and is the founding
editor of the journal Ethnic and
Racial Studies. For further information, call the Political Science
Department or Professor Connor.

executive officer of each of the
funds in the Vanguard Group of
Investment Companies and the
Vanguard Group, will give a
public talk at 8 pm Thursday
November 29 in the Boyer Auditorium. His address titled "Investing in the 1990's: New Risks,
New Opportunities" is the annual
Ferris Lecture in Corporation
Finance and Investments.

FRESHMEN! SOPHMORES!
JUNIORS! SENIORS!
Buy Your Very Own CLASS HAT Now!

READINGS
Pulitzer Prize winning poet Gary
Snyder, poet-in-residence at Trinity will given a reading in the
Goodwin Theater. The reading
will take place on Tuesday November 6 at 8:15 pm.
"Rainbow Sound:Women Read
at Trinity," a reading featuring
IrenaKlepfisz, a poet, scholar and
activist from New York City and
Michelle Parkerson, a writer based
in Washington will be held Thurs-

John C. Bogle, chairman and chief

SHOW SOME CLASS SPIRIT! GREAT GIFT IDEA
(it's getting close to the holidays, you know.)
ONLY $10.00

To order, please send $10 in the appropriate box:
CLASS

PO BOX

1991-box 175
COLGATE UNIVERSITY 1992-box 1915
. . .invites you to consider a career in teaching,.
1993-box 1483
1994-box 623

Colgate University offers the Master of Arts in Teaching
decree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching hi&h
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generous financial aid is available to qualified students.
For more information write to Colgate University, Jo Anne
Pag,ano, Chair, Department of Education, 13 Oak Drive,
Hamilton, 13346-1398 / Phone (315) 824-1000.

NAME
BOX
EXTENSION

Please support your class committee.

Trying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should coasider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk,just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed! And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all
work in die same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple® SuperDrive—standard equipment with every Macintosh—readsfromand
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
infoi. ation with someone who uses a different type of computer.
S':e the Macintosh Classic for yourself, It'll change your mind about cheap roommates,

For further information visit the
Life Sciences Center Room 142.
See Nancy Sowa or call 297-2571
if. The power to be your best!"
'Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 includo sysiam software on floppy dtskii software rawtinsuj i*f
($1990 Appto Computer, liic, Apple, the Appla logo, antf Macintosh are reB>Biercii trademarks of Apple Compute* Inc Supe(D"v»Li n-im
power to tw your besf ate trademarks of Appla Computer, Inc. Classic is a r&gistar «J tWEemaric licensor la Appi« Compute' Inc Ms 00.'
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation, OS/2 is a registered waefemafk of intarnaiionai Business Machtna& CorpoMiM3n

age
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Announcements
day November 8 in the Goodwin
Theater at 8:15pm.
EXHIBITS
"Shooting Life: Twentieth Century Photographs," original
works of famous 20th Century
photographers. Selections in the
exhibition are from three alumni
collections. The exhibit will be
held in Widener Gallery, Austin

IN THE QUAD.
$20 MID-WEEK LlFTflCKEL*
Why hang out between the student union and the library,
when you can be letting it all hang out at Mount Snow, Vermont
on any one of our 84 trails.
To hang-out even longer, join SnowBreak '91, Jan. 7-11 and
14-18—a week of parties, games, parties, parties and skiing!
For a taped ski report, call (802) 464-2151. For more information, call (802) 464-8501.

Mount
When ft ComesTo B^[ WkMintam Skiing, No One Else Is Close.
'OffergoodMondayihroughFrirfay, non-holiday wilhaturrem college ID. ©Mourn Snow ltd. 1990

Arts Center from 1-5 pm through
November 21.
"The Abyssinian Birds of Louis
Agassiz Fuertes," reproductions
of watercolors by the American
illustrator and naturalist. To be
held through December 15 in
the Watkinson Library, A Floor
in the Library.
"Complaints and Cures: The
Search for Health in the 19th

Century America." Watkinson
Library, A Floor in the Library.
To be held through February 15.
There will be an exhibit titled
"Cockrell: The Man, The Legend, The Performer" in Wheaton
112 from now through May 28.
The exhibit will include all serious work of the man critics have
called the future of American
Entertainment. Refreshments
served from 1 -4 pm daily.

Write the Tripod On Computer!!
If you wish to write the Tripod on the
VAX system, just send your letter to us
with user name "TRIPOD"
The Tripod welcomes your letters from
computer or regular mail.

Tv-> sparp com fcjtcc a i j oubuc sen. c*

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside, would you still smoke?
15. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKfcOUT

IS-PINUEYH.KAPMN
mk Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
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Sports
Tennis Places 3rd at N.E.'s
Continued from page 20

Women's Soccer Wraps-Up 7-3-2 Season
Thayer Honored For Outstanding Week
HBy CARACAHALAN
Next year the offensive front
line will still be intact and should
Sports Writer
The women's soccer team mature into a well organized unit.
ended their regular season in dis- Returning attack players will be
appointing fashion. After a 5-1 Sally Thayer '92, Maureen Strickstreak, they lost 1-0 to Tufts and land '92, Julie Edlund '93 and
tied Wesleyan 0-0 in a game that Julie Roy '93. Thayer, who rewentto overtime. This will proba- ceived the Brine player of the
bly rule Trinity out of any post week last week, will be essential
for a smooth offense. One of the
season tournament play.
Strong defensive play al- most improved players this year
lowed Trinity to stay in both is Maureen Strickland, whoplayed
games. Defenders Kris Mills '92, the last few games in the goal for
Merrill Richardson '92, Lea Bolk, who was injured.
Macaro '93 and Kristin Diesel
The highlightofthis year was
'94. was crucial for Trinity all the Williams game, where Trinity
season. All four players and won 2-0 in overtime. The goals
goalie Allison Bolk '93 will re- were scored by ThayerfromLopez
turn for another season and with 'and Mftcaro off of a penalty kick.
the exception of Richardson, they Goalie Allison Bolk had 18 saves
will be back for two seasons.
and the defense had and outstandThe front line will lose "one ing performance to keep the shut
player next year, Kattya Lopez. out through the overtime.
Although this season was a
Lopez has been a strong supporter
on offense, and her absence will disappointment after last year's
be greatly missed. Midfielders ECAC championship, most of the
andco-captains, Katherine Hewitt team will be returning for next
and Chris Lindsay have contrib- year's season and will have anuted on offense, defense and with other chance at the EC AC's. Most
their leadership. The two return- likely, this year's tournament will
ing midfielders will be Janet York be at Bates and will include Connecticut College, Williams, Bates,
'94 and Denise Tsiumis '93.

Men's Soccer Struggles

Bowdoin, Eastern Connecticut
State, and either Tufts, Smith, or
Trinity. Trinity's final regular
season record was a winning one
of seven wins, two ties and three
defeats.

At #4, Watkins, who was seeded
third, quickly gained a 6-1, 4-0
advantage. Then, her rythm was
broken and Watkins was upset 16, 7-5,6-3.
Seeded fifth in the #5 flight,
Hubbard breezed into the semis
where she had a match that lasted
about 3 hours and 45 minutes.
She pulled out the win 7-6,6-7,62 and advanced to the semi s where
she shut down her foe 6-0, 6-0.
The finals pitted Hubbard against
the number one seed from Tufts
and Hubbard was outplayed 6-1,
6-3.
Trinity's most impressive
tournament performance was undoubtably turned in by Voros.
Unseeded in the #6 flight, Voros
valiantly fought her way in to the
finals. After achieving two early
upsets, she faced the secondseeded player from Middlebury
in the semis. The match began at
9 am and did not end until 1 pm.
Voros lost the first set and was
down 5-2 in the second when
found a little extra desire. She
won the set 7-5 and took the third
to advance. As if this were not

enough court time for one day,
she then played a three hour final.
Her win over the Middlebury
player proved the pivotal match
of the tourney for the Bants.
In doubles competition, the
pair of Hewitt and Shin, seeded
second in the #1 flight, played
into the semis before bowing to
the Wellesley duo. In the #2flight,
Nevares and Watkins, who were
seeded fifth, advanced to the quarters before 1 osing to the first seeded
team from Tufts. Voros and Kristen Scholhamer '94 lost in the
first round of the #3 flight.
Trinity's performance gained
them 40 points for the tournament. This placed them just ahead
of Middlebury for third place
behind champion Wellesley and
runner-up Tufts. The third place
finish was the Bantams' best
showing in six years. Bartlett was
very proud of the determination
her squad showed during the last
couple weeks of the season. She
gavealot of credit to her captains,
Watkins, Nevares, and Anne
Nicholson for keeping the team
focused and motivated.

Bantams Frustrated By Cadets In Loss
Continued from page 20

from Q.B. Curt Knudsen and
scoredfromfouryardsout. The
kick was good, and the Bantams trailed 14-3.
With Pat McKeigue '92 now at
the controls, the Bantam offense
drove deep into Bear's territory. The big play on the drive
was a 31 yard run by Corey
Foster. The Bantams were lined
up for a 23 yard-field goal attempt, but two 5 yard penalties
forced a 33 yard attempt.
Fawcett's attempt had the distance but was slightly wide,
On the next drive Trinity
noseguard, John Romeo '92,
came up with a big fumble recovery on the Coast Guard 24.
Two pass interference call

against the Bears put the offense
on the one yard line. From there
Joe Brockmire punched it in,
making the score 14-9. The conversion closed the gap to four
with 6:28 left in the third quater.
After a few exchanges of
possesion Trinity found itself on
it's own six yard line, facing a
first and 25 as a result of a personalfouJStrangleyonbothfirst'
and second downs, the Bantams
elected to run. The crucial play of
the game came on second down,
when Trinity fumbled, and Todd
McCabe of Coast Guard recovered. Shortly thereafter Knudsen
went 9 yards on keeper for the
Coast Guards third score. The
extra point made it 2.1-10 with
twelve minutes left in the game.

Trinity had a few more chances,
but squandered them largely because of penalties. The team
was flagged 13 times for 108
yards. The team certainly outplayed the Coast Guard, outgaining them 248-163. The offensive line did a creditable job of
run blocking, and Pat McKeigue
performed ably in his first real
appearence of the season. As
llSualthedefensewasveryso[id,
and was victimized by penalties, and being pinned in it's
own end too often to be able to
dodge the bullet.
The Bantams hope to return to
form next week against the
Amherst Lord Jeff s, in our
Homecoming Game. After that

Watch the Trinity Bantam and the Amherst
Lord Jeff battle early at t h e . . .

Continued from page 20

At halftime it appeared only
a matter of time before the Bantams would be able to turn their
offensive superiority into goals.
However, 15 minutes into the
second half Clark capitalized on
one of the few true goal opportunities they made during the game.
Junior midfielder Aaron
Grazado just missed high of the
goal on a left footed volley from
15 yards out, but the Clark defense was able to weather the
Trinity onslaught. Trinity outshot Clark 28-15.
Last Wednesday theBantams
faced the Western New England
Bears. The game ended in another dissapointing result, a 1-1
tie. Due to a Trinity defensive
lapse, the Bears scored 30 seconds into the game. WNEC
midfielder Giancarlo Antagnoni
placed a difficult shot into the
lower left corner of the net beating helpless Bantam netminder
Jeff Ward. Trinity regrouped after
the early goal and commanded
play for the rest of the first half.
Ralph Fierro tied the score at one
15 minutes before halftime, as he
brilliantly headed in a Peter Alegi
comer kick.
The second half was evenly
played. At times Trinity's
midfield and forwards put pres-

sure on the WNEC defense, but
could not produce any goals. The
Bantam defense also played well,
turning back a few instances of
sustained WNEC pressure.
However, neither team was able
to score and the game remained
tied 1-1 at the end of regulation.
Trinity dominated the two 15
minute overtime periods, but
could not score. Numerous corner kicks created goal mouth
scrambles inside the WNEC penalty box. Senior defender John
Ramsey hit the left post on one
such scramble. The game ended
l r l. Trinity attackers Alegi Fierro, Hyland and freshman Tim
Yates continued to be effective in
beating their defenders and creating goal opportunities.
Trinity(5-5-2)nowplays traditional rivals Wesleyan and
Amherst as they round up their
season. Trinity visits Wesleyan
on Wednesday in what surely will
be a bitterly fought contest,
Wesleyan is enjoying a fine season and will play in the ECAC
tournament next weekend. Wins
over Wesleyan and Amherst who
travels to Hartford on Saturday
will salvage the season for Trinity
who missed the ECAC tournament as a result of their poor results in recent weeks.

HOMECOMING RALLY
Friday Night at 7:00 pm
MAIN QUAD
Come get psyched with the sports teams
for the Saturday games!!
Sponsored by the Senior Class committee . . . continuing the tradition of
randomly displaying the lemon squeezer
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Sports
The Birdwatcher
By Rick Zednik
The Ups and Downs of
Being In the NESCAC
Saturday's football game against Coast Guard marked the
second-to-last time these two old rivals will go helmet to helmet.
Beginning in 1992, the 10 New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) varsity football teams will play
an eight game season, plus a pre-season game, exclusively against
NESCAC schools. This decision means that some spirited rivalries will cease to exist. The Bantams have knocked the pigskin
around with the Cadets of the USCGA (which is not a NESCAC
school) 47 times. After Saturday'smatchup,theBantsholda3313-1 advantage in these yearly contests.
Trinity isn't the only school losing a historic foe. Hamilton
(don't ask how this New York-based school snuck into NESCAC)
and Union will conclude their series which is more than a century
old.
What are the costs of losing Coast Guard as an opponent on
the gridiron? The expense of traveling to Hamilton or Middlebury
is greater and a competitive rival is lost, but these are relatively
small sacrifices.
The benefits include more intense in-conference competition. Also, now fall sports schedules can feature "Tufts Weekends" and similar arrangements with other schools which will be
attractive to alumni. In addition, schedules can be planned for a
twelve year period, which was not possible before.
Some of you may wonder if this change has any similarities
to the Division I realignments currently in the, news. The answer
is no. Those changes are made for one purpose: money. Miami,
Florida State and other pigskin powerhouses work to get television appeal. This is not a problem Trinity, Wesleyan and other
cerebral hotbeads have to worry about.
The NESCAC, the nation's most restrictive conference, was
established in 1973. Its 11 current members share a common
academic and athletic philosophy. There are limits on schedule
length, practice season, and recruiting. One way the philosophy
manifests its self is in the conference's refusal to allow team sports
to participate in an NCAA tournament. This is so that an athlete
on a team is not forced into the pressures of competing for a
national title.
Being a NESCAC sch iol is something to be proud of and it
is only a shame that a traditional rival like Coast Guard cannot
share in the fun after 1991.

The Injustices of College Sports: Give
Women Equal Time. Give Athletes Money?
Why does" the men's soccer
team have a permanent Scoreboard
that faces the fans and permanent
bleachers, while the women's team
has neither? A few weeks ago, both
soccer teams were playing at home
and I was watching both, when I
realized the injustices of the
women's soccer team here at Trinity. The reason I bring this up is
because, last week, I was involved
in an argument concerning whether
college athletes should be paid.
I was of the opinion that college athletes, especially those at

consideration for their effort.
The questions arises; Is a
scholarship enough payment for
players' services, or should they
receive, in addition to their scholarship, a monthly payment? This
is very important to many athletes,
as those on scholarship are not allowed to hold a job. This may not
seem very important because they
are receiving free educations, but
many scholarship recipients come
from poor neighborhoods and are
unable to afford any "luxuries"
such as a pizza or a movie because

SportsAnalysis by TimRichman
big Division I schools, were being
used by their institutions to make
scads of money. For example, the
University of Michigan football
team draws 100,000 fans to watch
each football game, raking in over
$1,000,000 per game, while the
athletes get nothing.
Oh, they do get to go to school
on scholarship, but that costs the
school very little in terms of the
money made from these football
games. Plus, the alunini contributions made to these schools, based
sometimes, sadly, on the records of
the athletic teams, adds even more
money to the coffers of these exploitative schools. Most, not all,
but most schools care very little
about their athlete-students, except
their performance on the athletic
field, so why shouldn't these college athletes be treated with some

they don't have the money. Paying all athletes on scholarship $ 100
a month would allow them to live,
as much as possible, like other
students on their campus.
This also might alleviate
recruiting violations and underthe-table payments to many of
these athletes. Now, I would have
to be blind and niave to believe
that$100amonthpayments would
stop lump sum payments of
$10,000 and a car to many recruits, but I can hope. Now, here
is my problem: my roommate
believes that only in those sports
which make money for the college
should the athlete-students be paid.
This is totally unfair.
The only athletes who would
receive payments are, in mostcases, football and men's basketball, and in some areas of the

country, wrestling and hockey.
Of course there are other sports
which make money at some
schools and not others, but generally, these are the revenue-producing sports. All of these are
men's sports. There would be no
payments to women, which
shouldn't really surprise anyone,
because women's sports generally get treated with very little
respect.
However, no exceptions
should be made between the athlete-student football player at
University of Oklahoma and the
student-athlete female swimmer
at Stanford. Each of these athletes puts in the same long days
practicing and each should get the
same benefits for their time. It
should make no difference
whether there are 100,000 fans or
100 fans at their event.
This brings me back to my
first question: why is it that the
men's soccer team has a scoreboard that caters to the fans of the
men's soccer team while the
women's soccer team has a scoreboard that caters to the fans of the
field hockey team? And, why are
there no bleachers for fans to sit
and watch women's soccer? Both
soccer teams are out there daily
practicing hard, and yet the men's
team is treated like kings compared to the women's team.
It appears as though Trinity
College is conspiring to make sure
there are as few fans as possible at
. women's games.

drop your pants
campus laundry
Drop your shirts. And towels. And sheets. And your dry cleaning too.
We'll wash & fold all your laundry for you. We'll iron or dry clean.
All at special student rates.
So stop spending time doing laundry and keep studying!
located In Mather Hall

opentuesday&frlday:10am-6pm

*

zc.

• •

a service of

•

^

campus phone-297-5301

'

-

;

:

'

american dry cleaning & laundry
hartford, east hartford, new britain
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Field Hockey
NCAA Northeast Div. TIT
Poll as of Oct. 24
1. W.P.I.
6. Smith
2. Southern Maine
7. Trinity
3. Clark
8. Plymouth St.
4. Southeastern Mass. 9. Babson
10. Tufts
Pts 5. Williams

Field Hockey
As of 10/26
Record: 11-3
Leading scorers:
Name
G
A
B. Jones
10
7
17
L. Rice
10
5
15
L. Davison 8
1
9
G. Cragin
2
3
5
Tennis
Final Record: 8-3
Leading singles players:
L
Name
W
4
#1 A. Shin
7
2
#2 B. Hewitt
9
2
#3 M. Nevares 9
2
#4 H. Watkins 8
Leading doubles teams:
Names
W L
3
Shin/Hewitt
8
2
Nevares/Watkins 7
Men's Soccer
As of 10/28
Record: 5-5-2
Leading scorers:
Name
G
-R Alegi
6
R. Fierro
4
P. McCabe 2
C. Hyland 2

A
3
5
3
1

Pts
15
13
7
5

Women's Soccer
As of 10/25
Record: 7-3-1
Leading scorers:
Name
G
S. Thayer
6
M. Stricklnd 4
L. Macaro
3
K.Hewitt
2

A
5
1
3
1

Pts
17
9
9
5

Intramural Foothall
Semi-finals:
Hornets 28, Sigma Nu 0
Jonesmen 21, Gods of AXP 0
Super Bowl:
Hornets 20, Jonesmen 0

Women's Soccer Career Statistics
PLAYER YR
S. Thayer
92
K. Lopez
91
C. Lindsay 91
L. Macaro 93

GP
35
46
47
23

S
26
16

A
14
7
10

PTS
66
39
26
18

Men's Soccer Career Statistics
PLAYER YR
P. Alegi
92
C. Hyland 91
R. Fierro
92
P. McCabe 91

GP
36
50
34
27

G
21
13
9
3

A
10
3
5
4

PTS
52
29
23
10

Cross Country
Results from the Trinity College Invitational, held Saturday,
October 27, at Trinity's 3.1 mile women's course and 5 mile
men's course.
Men's Results
Women's Results
Team _
Score
Team
Score
Coast Guard
25
Coast Guard
33
Connecticut C
e 53
Trinity
40
Babson
72
Connecticut College 53
80
Trinity
Babson
117
NS
Clark
Clark
123
Individual Times
Runner
Overall Place
Time
Scott Mattoon
27:28
9
27:47
Eric Gazin
14
28:45
24
Gordy Wisbach
28:52
Andrew Pottenger
25
29:05
John Claud
29
34:07
Junior DiPreta
47
36:50
Mike Spaeder
48
39:58
49
Eric Griffith
Carrie Pike
Debbie Gammons
Candace Mulready
Jen Moran
Claire Summers
Emily Bamhart

1
3
6
13
17
35

19:06
19:44
19:58
20:29
20:45
23:54

Football
ECAC New England Div, III
Poll as of Oct. 23
Team
Record Pts(#l Votes)
1. Williams
5-0
227(13)
2. Plymouth St
6-1
215(9)
184(3)
3. WPI
5-0-1
172
4. Lowell
6-1
146
5. Wesleyan
5-0
132
6. Bridgewater St
6-1
110
7. Trinity
4-1
102
8. Bentley
6-0
39
9. Tufts
3-2
24
10. Mass Maritime
4-3
10
11. Worcester St.
4-3
8
12. Coast Guard
3-4

NESCAC Foothall Standings
As of Oct. 26

1. Williams 5-0
2. Wesleyan 4-0
3. Trinity
4-1
4. Tufts
3-2
5. Middlebury 3-2

6. Hamilton
7.Amherst
8. Bowdoin
9. Bates
10. Colby

2-3
1-3
1-4
1-4
0-5

State College Leading Receivers
Player, School
R. DeMaio, Trinity
P. Fils, New Haven
M. Muraca,Weslyan
A. Davis, UConn
M. Didio, UConn

Rec
37
43
36
41
39

Yds
512
840
364
565
598

Avg.
13.8
19.5
10.1
13.8
15.3

JJQs
7
7
3
7
4

As of 10/26

Rec/Gm
7.4
7.2
7.2
5.9
5.6

This Week in
Bantam Sports
Wed. M Soccer (a) Wesleyan
2:30
Field Hockey ECAC's
TBA
Sat. M Soccer vs. Arnherst
11:00
Cross Country @ Wesleyanl2:00
Football vs. Amherst
1:30
Sat.- Field Hockey ECAC's TBA
Sun. W Soccer ECAC's
TBA
M Soccer ECACs
TBA

The View Specials
The College View Athlete of
the Week is junior forward
Sally Thayer who tied the
school career record for
assists during a fortnight in
which she notched 5 goals and
3 assists while guiding the
soccer team to 4 wins.
•-

Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

\
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Tennis Nets Bronze
at New Englands

Gridders
Lose 21-10
1 By PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
It was a disappointing day at
Dan Jesse field as Trinity suffered
an ugly defeat at the hands of the
United States Coast Guard Academy. The loss dropped the Bantams to 4-2 on the year. The game
was marred by turnovers, numerous penalties and the injury of
quaterback James Lane. Lane,
who entered the game as the toprated passer in the New England
Small College Atheletic Conference, was unable to play the second half due to an injury suffered
in the first half. In his one half of
play Lane was only able to manage 2 completions on 13 attempts.
The day started promisingly
for the Bantams, as the defense
held the Bears on the first drive.
When the Bants took over, the
offense drove down field behind
the solid rushing of Kevin RisCassi '92. RisCassi was making
his first appearence after missing
three games with a sprained ankle.
Riscassi put any doubts about his
health out of mind as he wound up
the day with 61 yards rushing and
49 yards receiving. Trinity took
the ball to the Coast Guard 11 yard
line, where they got a field goal
from kicker Matthew Fawcett.
The 3-0 lead would be Trinitys'
only one of the day.
On the next drive Coast Guard
was aided by three costly penal-
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ties, which gave them a total of 35
yards. Themostdamagingofthese
came on a questionable roughing
the punter call on fourth down.
With new life the Bears scored on
a 20 yard scamper by Blako Dolph.
The touchdown was the first of
two scores by Dolph on the afternoon.
The game settled into a pattern of
strong defenseby both teams. Both
punters saw a good deal of action
in the second quatei. TheBantam
defense; led by Dave Moran ' 91

and Mike McHugh '92, limited
Coast Guard to 87 yards in the
entire half. The Bantams managed 158 yards, but were unable
to score anything besides their
first field goal.
On the first play from scrimmage
in the second half Coast Guard
recovered a Trinity fumble. The
Bants had the Academy stopped,
but another personal foul moved
the Academy deeper into Trinity
territory. With 11:56 left in the
half, Dolph took an option pitch

Field Hockey Runs Record to 11-3
H ByMARCTENEROWICZ
Sports Writer
The field hockey team ended
its season where it began: on
astroturf. Having played two
weeks of preseason hockey on the
carpet in Holland, the Bants were
ready for Thursday night's game
on the astroturf at Keene State.
Goals by freshmen standouts
Lindsey Davison - who converted
a feed from Braxton Jones '94 at
the 10:37 mark - and Jones, gave
Trinity a 2-0 lead at the half.
Goalkeeper Louise van der Does
'91, who prefers the artificial
surface to grass, turned in an outstanding game; her 25saveshelped
secure the 2-1 victory and placed
her season's goals against average at an unbelievable .93.
With this win, the Bantams
finished the season with an impressive 11-3 record, a ranking of
seventh in the NCAA Northeast
Division III coaches poll, and an
all but confirmed ECAC play-off
birth. The play-offs may very
well give the Bants the opportunity to avenge one or more of their
regular season losses as Williams,
Smith, and Clark will all most
likely make the ECAC tournament. .
,
The Keene State win appears
even more impressive when one
considers it came on the heels of
Trinity's 3-2 overtime loss to thirdranked Clark at Worcester Saturday, October 27, In perhaps their
best game of the year,-Trinity

enty minutes only to end regulation in a 2-2 tie forced by Lexi
Rice' s ' 93 goal with 2:19 remaining which capped a beautiful individual effort. Rice dodged several
defenders before flicking a waisthighshotintotheleftcorner. Clark
had scored a goal in each half to
give them a 2-1 lead after Braxton
Jones put in a rebound of her own
shot 31 seconds into-the game.
Unfortunately for the Bantams,
Mary Vincent scored at the 2:20
mark of the overtime period and
Clark fended off another Trinity
comeback attempt to gain the 3-2
victory.
The lost to followed an uneventful 3-1 victory over rival
Wesleyan during Open 'Period
(Rice: 1 goal and 1 assist, Jones: 2
goals, L. Davison and Grace
Cragin '93: 1 goal each, van der
Does: 10 saves) and a wet but
impressive 5-1 victory over Connecticut College. The Conn game
deserves mention, not only because Trinity dominated every
aspect of the game, but because
three of the fourteen shots van der
Does stopped were penalty
strokes. Courtney Pattison '93,
Jones (2), Rice, and L. Davison
scored Trinity's goals.
Penalty Corners: The future looks good for Trinity field
hockey as the JV team finished
their season undefeated at 3-01...Braxton Jones leads the team
in scoring with ten goals and seven
assists followed by Lexi Rice (10
and 5) and Lindsey Davison (8
and!)...While there are no statisjtics to_mdicate_itJ. the Bantam
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defense of Robin Cook '91,
Sydney Brown '91, Tinabeth
Passaro '91, Paula Murphy '91,
and van der Does, have continued
to dominate most of their opponents with their consistent, aggressive play.

fg ByRICKZEDNIK
Sports Editor
Trinity's women's tennis
team made a big name for its self
over the last two weeks of the
season.
October 10: Trinity 6, Vassar
2. Oct. 13: Trinity 9, Wesleyan 0.
Oct. 17: Trinity 8, Mt. Holyoke 1.
Oct. 19-21:thirdplaceoutofthirty
teams at New Englands.
After a couple of impressive
wions over Smith and Williams
the previous week, the Bantams
ventured to Poughkeepsee looking to extend their winning streak
against Vassar. The mission took
relatively little effort to accomplish. Bo Hewitt '93, Maria Nevares '91, and Laura Hubbard '93
won in straight sets and a lessthan-healthy Heather Watkins '91
was victorious in three sets.
Stephanie Voros' '92 match lasted
nearly 3 1/2 hours, but she was
eventually bested, 6-4, 4-6, 7-6
(9-7). Anita Shin '94 also took her
opponent to three sets before losing. The Bants then took two
doubles matches in cake walks
and the third was not played due to
darkness.
The following Saturday, the
Bantams hosted the Cardinals of
Wesleyan. The Cardinals came,
they may have caught a glimpse
of the passing tennis balls, and
they were conquered. Of the lack
of competition, Hubbard said,
"I've never been so frustrated
while winning." Trinity's six
singles wins came courtesy of Shin
(6-2, 6-1), Hewitt (6-0, 6-3),
Nevares (6-1,6-1), Watkins (6-0,
6-0), Hubbard (6-1,6-2) and Voros
(6-0, 6-1). Trinity then swept the
doubles matches.

The Bantams' final match of
the season came at home versus
Mt. Holyoke. The best way to
describe the teams' contrast in
styles is: Smack! Bloop. Smack!
Bloop. Smack! - with Trinity
doing the serving in this case.
Trinity dominated by winning all
six singles matches and two of
three doubles matches, thus completing afive match winning streak
and finishing the season with an
impressive 8-3 team record.
When the seedings for the
tourney were announced, Coach
Bartlett was very pleased with
Trinity's draws. Seven of the
Bantams' nine entries were given
a top-five seed.
Play began on Friday morning outside at Amherst College.
Shin, playing in the #1 flight, won
the first set of her match 6-0.
Then, the winds became harsh
and, with her line-seeking style of
play, Shin was not able to overcome the conditions or her opponent from Wesleyan who gained
the upset win by taking the next
two sets each by 6-3 scores.
Hewitt, the second seed in the #2
flight, cruised through her matches
until reaching the final, where she
metdefeat 6-3,6-3 at the hands of
first-seeded Lisa Galanis from
Wellesley.
In the flight of #3 players,
third-seeded Nevares waltzed
through the first and second
rounds, but met a chal lenge in the
quarterfinals. Nevares found herself down 1-5 in the second set
and then won five straight games
and then the set 7-5. After advancing, she was felled by the
second seeded player from Wellesley in a well-fought semis match.
Please turn to page 17

Men's Soccer Struggles To End Up .500
1

By JOHN RAMSEY
Special To The Tripod

The Trinity men's soccer
team continued to struggle in recent weeks. Despite tremendous
effort, the Bantams were not able
to get back on the winning track.
The Bantams have felt they have
outplayed their opponents in recent games but the results have
not reflected the play of the team.
Clark University (9-7) visited
Hartford on Saturday and
Trinity's streak of poor luck continued. Trinity mounted a tremendous offensive attack on the
Clark goal but were unable to
finish off their numerous chances.
Senior midfielder Craig Hyland
set' the tone early in the game as
he broke through the Clark defense in the first minute of the
game, but his hurried shot from
12 yards out missed just wide of
the left post. Minutes later Hyland was unlucky not to draw a
penalty kick when he was tripped

inside the box after beating a Clark
defender.
Junior forwards Peter Alegi
and Ralph Fierro, along with
Hyland were having success beating Clark defenders in one on one
situations. Their success resulted

in a number of opportunities at
goal. Just as important was the
number of times they were able to
draw either fouls or corner kicks
as dead ball plays have accounted
for most of the Bantam's goals
this year.
Please turn to page 17

Trustees Say Yes To New Pool
Trinity will have a new pool
by next winter. The College's
Trustees voted this week to approve a plan that calls for the
construction of a new $1,915
swimming facility to begin on
Thursday.
A 37 meter, eight lane pool
will be built in the area under the
new squash courts which are
scheduled to open in May. The
combined cost of the pool and
squash courts is $4,055 million,
according to College Treasurer
Robert Pedemonti.
Athletic Director Rick. Hazelton said that the new swimmingfacilUy willbecornparable
to most of those in the NES-

CAC. The eight lanes can be
adjusted to be either 25 yards or
meters in length. There will be a
one meter and a three meter
diving board for a diving area of
rou ghly twelve meters in length.
A new timing system and scoreboard will be installed and a
new office complex will be
adjacent to the pool area. The
swimming facility is set to be
completed by October 31,1991.
As for the old facilities, the
squash courts willremain as will
the pool, at least for a few years.
If it is decided that the old pool
is not being used sufficiently, it
may be converted into an exercise room.
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